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Introduction 

What is the Monitoring View? 

Since its first edition, the yearly releases of the SESAR Deployment Programme Monitoring View have 

represented the single point of truth for collecting and reporting the most detailed information on the status 

of the Common Projects, the cornerstone of SESAR Deployment in Europe since 2014, supporting the 

implementation of the European Air Traffic Management Master Plan. 

The Pilot Common Project (PCP) Regulation (EU) 716/2014 was the reference for the elaboration of the 

SDP Monitoring View reports until its 2020 Edition. The adoption by European Commission in February 2021 

of the Implementing Regulation no. 2021/116, Common Project One (CP1), amending Commission 

Implementing Regulation (EU) 409/2013 and repealing PCP Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 

716/2014, as well as the subsequent elaboration of the SESAR Deployment Programme (SDP) 2021, mark 

all together a key step towards a new Deployment Phase of SESAR. 

The SDP 2021 acts as the common reference workplan to ensure local investments are fully coordinated 

and harmonised at European level, encompassing all information, roadmaps, references and guidance for 

stakeholders involved in the CP1 implementation. It was delivered, after a long and extensive consultation 

with the ATM community, to DG MOVE in July 2021. The formal approval from the EU College of 

Commissionaires is expected in 2022. 

CP1 and the SDP 2021 are the references for this edition of the SDP Monitoring View 2021. In fact, this 

SDP Monitoring View 2021 is of particular importance, as it shows, for the very first time, the status of 

implementation of CP1 Regulation as of December 2021. 

This report: 

• helps stakeholders to coordinate their future investments, whilst also identifying 

potential delays and avoiding significant gaps towards the full CP1 implementation; 

• brings together ground and airborne-related information, providing an updated snapshot 

of the current status of implementation; 

• provides several views to show the overall progress of deployment, the progress of 

specific technological or operational elements, the status of individual stakeholders and 

detailed overviews on a country-basis. 

More than seven years after the beginning of this Deployment Phase, the modernisation of the European 

ATM systems and infrastructure is progressing towards an operational reality. More importantly, it is already 

delivering its expected performance benefits to the Aviation community, to its stakeholders and in turn to 

European passengers. The continuous commitment of the operational stakeholders on this modernisation 

journey, attested by the deployment progress achieved within the new CP1 regulatory framework, is 

decisive also considering that the COVID-19 crisis has continued to significantly impact the deployment 

activities in the analysed monitoring period. 
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In order to better streamline and synchronise the 

implementation activities across Europe, the SESAR 

Deployment Programme includes a constantly evolving 

reporting mechanism, which monitors all implementation 

activities associated to the ATM functionalities of the SDP, 

allowing for a comprehensive understanding of how 

deployment is moving, and tracking the overall progress 

of the CP1 implementation.  

More specifically, any effective effort towards 

synchronisation of the CP1 deployment has to rely on the 

monitoring of all implementation initiatives launched by 

operational stakeholders impacted by the CP1: such 

monitoring is not only limited to Implementation Projects 

performed under SDM coordination and benefitting of EU 

funding support, but also involves any other deployment 

activities undertaken by local stakeholders and aiming at 

implementing technological and/or operational elements 

within the SESAR Deployment Programme scope, helping 

to comply with the requirements set forth by the 

Regulation (EU) n. 2021/116. 

Monitoring the full picture of the SDP deployment also 

allows the identification of those activities that still need 

to be undertaken to achieve the full CP1 implementation 

across Europe, also ensuring the adequate level of 

involvement of the requested stakeholder categories. Finally, a continuous analysis of the implementation 

progress allows to further investigate and evaluate the impact of external factors and crisis like the one 

endured by the Aviation sector in 2020 as well as in 2021, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Collecting information from the relevant operational stakeholders allows to build dedicated views per 

stakeholder (i.e., what’s left for each stakeholder to do to comply with the CP1 Regulation), and the overall 

status of the implementation gap (what’s left in the specific airport or country to fully implement the Family).  

The 2021 Monitoring View is therefore organised into the following sections: 

• Section 1, which provides a high-level overview of the status of CP1 deployment in 

Europe. Specifically, it identifies all activities that have already been completed, those currently in 

progress and/or planned, as well as the main implementation areas that still need to start. On the 

basis of the inputs gathered during the Monitoring Exercise from the operational stakeholders, this 

section also provides the expected deployment roadmap towards the full CP1 implementation; 

• Section 2, which provides the full detailed picture of the implementation status of CP1 – 

clustered by Family – in each airport or country, whilst also presenting a dedicated view 

per stakeholder category for ground stakeholders; 

• the document is finally complemented by a dedicated Appendix, which – building on the same 

input underpinning the view per Family included in Section 2 – provides a view per Member State, 

illustrating the status of the CP1 Implementation within each country included in the geographical 

scope of Regulation (EU) n. 2021/116;  

• the Appendix also lists the relevant SDM-coordinated Implementation Projects contributing to 

move the deployment forward within each country. 

Considering the massive impact of COVID-19 crisis upon European ATM stakeholders and on their capability 

to invest and carry on the modernisation activities required by the Common Project 1, the Monitoring 

Exercise entailed the request to provide information related to the COVID-19 to track the evolution and 

status of the impacts. The main outcomes are included within section “COVID-19 impacts on CP1 

deployment”. 

These inputs support the preparation of the overall roadmap toward full deployment, at Family, AF, and 

CP1 level, thus building a high-level plan to meet the Regulation deadline and timely detect any deviation 

from the optimum planning or potential implementation delays. 

Figure 1 - The SESAR Deployment Programme 
and the associated Guidance Material 
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Finally, stakeholders have been asked for additional information on technological elements 

considered as more strategic or deserving particular attention due to their features or 

characteristics. Such integrations focus on the following Families:  

• 1.1.1 – Arrival Management Extended to en-route Airspace – view per ACC involved; 

• 3.2.2 – Enhanced Free Route Airspace Operations – details on FRA implementation; 

• AF5 Families addressing the implementation of SWIM-based services, namely: 

o 5.3.1 – Aeronautical Information Exchange services: 

▪ Airspace Structure Service; 

▪ Airspace Availability Service; 

▪ ARES; 

▪ Digital NOTAM Service; 

▪ Digital Aerodrome Mapping information Exchange; 

▪ Aeronautical Information Features Exchange. 

o 5.4.1 – Meteorological Information Exchange services: 

▪ Volcanic Ash Mass Concentration Information Service; 

▪ Aerodrome Meteorological Information Service; 

▪ En-Route and Approach Meteorological information Service; 

▪ Network Meteorological Information Service. 

o 5.5.1 – Cooperative Network Information Exchange services: 

▪ ATFCM Tactical Updates Service (Airport Capacity and Enroute); 

▪ Flight Management Service; 

▪ Measures Service; 

▪ Short Term ATFCM Measures Services (MCDM, eHelpdesk, STAM measures); 

▪ Counts service (ATFCM congestion points). 

o 5.6.1 – Flight Information Exchange services: 

▪ Filing Service; 

▪ Flight Data Request Service; 

▪ Notification Service; 

▪ Data Publication Service; 

▪ Trial Service.  

As a result, specific tables complement the charts at Family level included in Section 2. 

Key principles underpinning the SDM Monitoring Exercise 

The elaboration, maintenance and periodic update of a consistent view on the status of implementation of 

all technological and operational elements included within the CP1 scope relies on the close cooperation 

between the SESAR Deployment Manager and the operational stakeholders directly impacted by the 

Regulation, as well as on the support of the Network Manager and of the European Defence Agency.  

In fact, a dedicated exercise is required to support the gathering of such an extensive amount of data and 

ensuring the adequate level of detail to support and steer the synchronisation of the deployment efforts 

and investments across Europe. This exercise was carefully designed  to be performed on a yearly basis, 

to engage all operational stakeholders, making sure that all relevant information is correctly harnessed and 

considered. 

With the aim to monitor all CP1 implementation activities in Europe, either with or without CEF funding 

support, information has been collected and assessed from all operational stakeholders (ANSPs, AISPs, 

Airport Operators, Airspace Users, Network Manager, MET providers and Military), on the status of the 

relevant Deployment Milestones as defined by the SDP 2021. 
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The technical/operational elements to be deployed, as well as the geographical location (e.g. airport or 

country1) where the Family shall be deployed are defined as implementation gaps - representing what is 

deemed necessary to ensure the complete and timely implementation of the related Family, Sub-AF, AF 

and then of the overall CP1. An implementation gap is defined by the combination of the technical / 

operational elements to be deployed (i.e. the Families) and the geographical location where it shall be 

deployed (i.e., an airport or a country). According to the provisions of CP1 Regulation and of the SESAR 

Deployment Programme, there are also specific Families whose implementation is also mandatory for 

Airspace Users and for the Network Manager. 

According to the scope and provisions of the SESAR Deployment Programme, the CP1 implementation gaps 

are clustered into 2 key categories, on the basis of their geographical scopes: the ground gaps (airport 

gaps, country gaps, NM gaps and EU-wide gaps) and airborne gaps for Airspace Users. 

Due to the specific features of the SDP Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cybersecurity and their 

purpose of deploying SWIM Common components, the monitoring of the related deployment activities is 

reported with a single and coordinated EU-wide approach. 

 

Figure 2 - Impacted stakeholder Category for each ATM functionality 

To measure the status of each CP1 gap, the status of specific Deployment Milestones (DMs) that would 

lead to the full deployment of a specific Family is monitored and assessed. Thanks to the updated edition 

of the SESAR Deployment Programme and the cooperation with EUROCONTROL, these Deployment 

Milestones are now fully matching with the stakeholders’ Lines of Action (SLOAs), as included in the latest 

edition of the ATM MP Level 3. Depending on its nature, scope and relevance, each milestone has been 

assigned with a specific weight to ensure progress is adequately tracked. 

It has to be noted that the current monitoring exercise process of data collection has been simplified to 

reduce the work on stakeholders’ side. The usage of the Local Single Sky ImPlementation (LSSIP+) tool on 

ground side and the renovated templates for Airspace Users have both increased the quality of the data 

gathered and simplified the reporting duties for operational stakeholders. 

The need for operational stakeholders to participate to multiple reporting cycles has been a long-standing 

issue for several years. From this last monitoring exercise, thanks to the adoption of the Common Project 

 
1  Depending on their specific features, this list is also complemented by the Network Manager – whose scope of activities 

expands beyond national borders to include the full European ATM Network – and by the Maastricht Upper Area Control (MUAC), 
considering its responsibility to provide air navigation service on behalf of Belgium, Germany, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands. Airspace Users are also considered, for specific Families. 
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1, the elaboration of the new SESAR Deployment Programme 2021 and the intense cooperation between 

EUROCONTROL and the SDM, the issue has finally been overcome for all ground gaps achieving a single 

unified reporting via the use of LSSIP+ tool. 

 

Figure 3 - Key enhancements occurred in the current Monitoring Exercise 

Building on the work started in the last years, SDM and EUROCONTROL will continue to perform their own 

tasks, producing their respective documents (namely, SDP Monitoring View and LSSIP documents) but 

stakeholders will now report only once, saving time and resources and ensuring full consistency of data 

across all reports. 

As a key result, for the monitoring of CP1, the SDP Monitoring View is fed by the same data of the LSSIP 

reports. 

To ensure the reporting activities linked to the CP1 and SESAR Deployment Programme are smoothly and 

easily manageable on LSSIP+, the associated taxonomy has been fully integrated into the LSSIP+ database: 

• matching Families and Objectives are clearly shown in the tool, both with regard to titles and 

numbering; 

• thanks to the alignment between SDP and ATM MP L3, every DM has a corresponding SLOA; 

• codes and names of the Deployment Milestones are also clearly visible on the tool. 

To increase the quality and reliability of collected data, stakeholders had the possibility to mark on the 

LSSIP+ tool the connection between the SDM coordinated projects and the SDP Families, bridging the CP1 

implementation monitoring and the CEF-funded projects coordination. 

As the implementation of the SESAR Deployment Programme goes beyond the local ground deployment 

but it also requires the contribution of Civil and Military Airspace Users and the Network Manager, the CP1 

monitoring activities performed on the LSSIP+ tool have been complemented with additional data gathering 

tools and instruments with the objective to involve all required operational stakeholders and organisations: 

• Network Manager; according to the SESAR Deployment Programme, the Network Manager is 

required to upgrade its systems and procedures to enable the full implementation of CP1 

requirements across Europe (especially for AF3 to AF6). Thanks to its strict long-standing 

cooperation with the SDM, NM has continued to directly provide the relevant information about its 

CP-related modernisation activities via a dedicated template; 

 

• Civil and Military Airspace Users; AUs are actively contributing to the implementation of, AF3, AF4, 

AF5 and AF6; the synchronisation between ground and airborne investments is a key enabler for 

accelerating deployment and improving performances; data and information about current and 

planned activities from AUs have been collected through dedicated templates. With regards to 

Military AUs, the European Defence Agency has facilitated the collection of data. 

Considering the role of SDM as coordinator of 82 Implementation Actions directly contributing to the 

deployment of the former Pilot Common Project and current Common Project One under the SESAR 

Deployment Framework Partnership Agreement, the data gathered from stakeholders is complemented 

with information and updates stemming from 341 Implementation Projects currently under SDM direct 

oversight and coordination. This results in a thorough consistency assessment and cross-check of 

information received, to be performed cooperatively with the involved operational stakeholders. 

 
2 Including the following four Actions which came to their contractual ends: 2015 CEF Call – Cluster 1 on 31/12/2019, 2014 CEF 
Call on 31/12/2020, 2015 CEF Call – Cluster 3 and 2016 CEF Call – Cluster 2 on 31/12/2021, 
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The following Figure shows the timeline of the gathering and validation process of the data provided by the 

operational stakeholders in the current Monitoring Exercise.  

 

Figure 4 - Timeline of the data gathering and validation 

With the aim to support the operational stakeholders in their reporting efforts through this more efficient 

approach, a webinar has been organised on the 16th of November 2021 to explain the 2021 Monitoring 

Exercise. The webinar consisted in the presentations by SDM members, with support from EUROCONTROL, 

of the overall process, the data gathering for the ground gaps via LSSIP+ with practical examples, the 

template details for Airspace Users and the final elaboration process of this document. It was concluded 

with a session of Questions and Answers to solve the outstanding concerns and followed by the distribution 

of Guidance Material to all stakeholders involved in the reporting for additional support. 

Performance benefits delivered by SDM-coordinated Implementation Projects 

SDM currently coordinates the execution of 341 Implementation Projects (229 already closed at the 

current date), spread over the 6 ATM functionalities of the Common Project One plus other technical 

functionalities removed from the scope of the Regulation, which were present in the Pilot Common Project, 

such as Performance Based Navigation (PBN) or Trajectory Based Separation (TBS). The deployment 

activities engage 93 beneficiaries, across 26 EU Member States and 7 Third Countries. 

Thanks to this coordination role, the SDM is in the position of assessing and evaluating how these 

Implementation Projects support the progress of CP1 implementation as a whole by closing specific 

implementation gaps. The availability of such information – directly coming from the coordination and 

synchronisation of the actual implementation initiatives – supports the definition of a more reliable picture 

of the current deployment status, as well as its constant update to reflect the latest deployment 

achievements. 

Moreover, this detailed information and the granularity of the collected data allows to measure the direct 

performance contribution to ATM brought by the deployment of the CP1, especially for SDM coordinated 

activities. Performance improvements stemming from the first 229 Implementation Projects closed have 

been measured, in particular with regards to key performance areas: capacity, operational efficiency, 

service costs, environment, safety and security.  

The charts below provide a quick overview of the most relevant performance benefits for the first 229 

Implementation Projects, in terms of passenger´s time and on the environment: they sum up to 

a total of €4.7 billion until 2030. Cumulated benefits until 2030 for the 341 Implementation Projects 

(€12 billion estimated, to be updated in the next Execution Progress Report by the end of 2022) and for 

the CP1 (€15.7 billion as referenced in the CP1 CBA from February 2021) are also represented on the 

chart.   
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Figure 5 - Fact sheet performance benefits of CP1 Implementation Status 
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1.CP1 Implementation Status 

Current status of CP1 deployment 

As anticipated in the introduction, the concept of the coverage of the implementation gaps has been defined 

as a suitable indicator to define the status of CP1 deployment, as well as to measure the progress of the 

associated implementation activities. Tracking the evolution of gap coverage during the years allows for 

the identification of the pace at which deployment activities are delivering their tangible results. 

Furthermore, it enables the measuring of the gradually reducing scope of remaining activities to be 

performed to achieve the full deployment of the CP1.  

A “completed gap” implies that the deployment of a Family within a specific geographical location (airport 

or country, plus Network Manager and MUAC, when applicable) has been finalised, and no further activities 

are necessary to ensure the operational use of the elements included in the SDP Family scope. On the 

contrary, an “open gap”, which could be on-going, planned or not yet planned, indicates the existence of 

activities that still need to be performed to ensure the complete implementation of the related Family. 

The overall number of ground gaps has been defined by taking into account all implementation activities 

needed to deploy the SDP Families within the applicable ground geographical applicability areas. This means 

that whenever a Family has been declared as not applicable at a certain country/airport by the relevant 

operational stakeholders on the basis of local and/or operational considerations, no gap has been 

considered. 

The following SDP Families are considered not applicable for specific geographical scopes and therefore no 

gap is considered: 

• Family 3.1.1 - ASM and A-FUA is not applicable to Netherlands because of local limitations3; 

• Family 3.1.2 - Management of Predefined Airspace Configurations is not applicable to Luxembourg 

(Air Traffic Service provision in Luxembourg airspace above FL 145/165 is delegated to Belgium 

and as of FL245 to MUAC); 

• Families 3.2.1 - Initial Free Route Airspace and 3.2.2 - Enhanced Free Route Airspace Operations 

are not applicable to Belgium, Luxembourg and Netherlands, due to the fact that operations above 

FL 305 within the Benelux region are managed by the Maastricht Upper Area Control Center (MUAC); 

• Family 5.5.1 - Cooperative Network Information Exchange service is not applicable to Cyprus, 

Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta Slovenia, as Traffic Complexity is managed 

in these geographical scopes using NM tool thus with a manual process which does not require the 

implementation of SWIM Services in Family 5.5.1;  

• Families 6.1.2 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Ground Domain) and 6.3.1 - 

Initial Trajectory Information Sharing ground distribution are not applicable to Belgium, 

Luxembourg and Netherlands due to the fact that trajectory information data is distributed to and 

processed at all ATS units providing air traffic services above FL 285 while ATS in this area is 

delegated to Maastricht Upper Area Control Center (MUAC). 

Besides, implementation activities linked to Airspace Users related to the following Families are not included 

in the general count of gaps, as airline activities cannot be isolated to a specific ground gap. The following 

Families are, however, considered applicable to the Airspace Users and their progress is assessed in Section 

2: 

• 3.1.1 - ASM and A-FUA; 

• 3.2.1 - Initial FRA; 

• 3.2.2 - Enhanced Free Route Airspace Operations; 

• 4.1.1 - Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures; 

• 4.2.1 - Interactive rolling NOP; 

• 5.2.1 - Stakeholders’ SWIM PKI and cyber security; 

• 5.3.1 - Upgrade / Implement Aeronautical Information Exchange system / service; 

 
3 SESAR Deployment Programme, page 81 “ASM and A-FUA must be provided and operated in the Single European Sky airspace 
as defined in Article 3(33) of Regulation (EU) 2018/1139 with the following local limitations: the Dutch airspace below FL245 
(LVNL)” 
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• 5.5.1 - Upgrade / Implement Cooperative Network Information Exchange system / service; 

• 5.6.1 - Flight Information Exchange; 

• 6.1.1 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Airborne Domain). 

Finally, please note that Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cyber security – given the specific features 

of the activities linked to the establishment of a common SWIM PKI and their dimension expanding beyond 

national borders – has been treated following a different approach, detailed as well within Section 2 (see 

paragraph related to Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cybersecurity). 

As a result of these assumptions and evaluations, the overall number of ground gaps illustrated within the 

Monitoring View is 561. 

According to the results of the Monitoring Exercise, these 561 gaps have been clustered into the following 

categories: 

• “Completed with CEF”, when all achievement conditions are respected and have been met, with 

some support of CEF Funding and under the direct coordination of the SESAR Deployment Manager; 

• “Completed without CEF”, when all achievement conditions are respected and have been met, 

through deployment activities performed by local stakeholders without the coordination of SDM; 

• “On-going with CEF”, when activities have already started with some support of CEF Funding and 

under the direct coordination of the SESAR Deployment Manager; 

• “On-going without CEF” when activities have already started, through deployment activities 

performed by local stakeholders without the coordination of SDM; 

•  “Planned”, when activities have not started yet, but there are plans to execute them; 

• “Not Yet Planned”, when there are no specific plans to perform the activities required. When the 

status is Not Yet Planned, no completion date is provided. 

CP1 implementation: a general view 

The SESAR Deployment Phase can be considered well underway. It was launched in 2014 by the Pilot 

Common Project and continues to progress through the implementation of the updated ATM Functionalities 

of CP1 and their revised content. It is worth noting that due to the overall restructuring of the technical 

elements of each ATM Sub-Functionality introduced by CP1, it is not possible to perform an effective 

comparison with data reported in the past according to PCP. 

Despite the significant impact of COVID-19 crisis, which resulted into postponements and re-scheduling of 

some stakeholders’ investments, 72 of the 561 gaps composing the SESAR Deployment Programme 

scope are already closed. This means that the associated technological and operational elements are 

already in use by the relevant stakeholders, with positive outcomes on the overall performance of ATM 

operations.  

In the framework of the new regulatory environment, thanks to the work performed by the stakeholders, 

additional 311 gaps are considered on-going. In total, it means that the percentage of gaps currently 

completed or on-going corresponds to 68%. 

It is worth mentioning that activities currently completed, on-going or planned are spread across all 6 ATM 

Functionalities and well-distributed amongst the 25 SESAR Deployment Programme Families: this 

demonstrates the wide-ranging and far-reaching effort from all involved stakeholders. In particular, it is 

worth noting that for 12 Families at least one local implementation has been completed. 
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Figure 6 - Current CP1 Implementation Status - Overview 

Figure 6 further illustrates that the implementation activities are progressing well, as they are 

addressing additional 311 gaps (On-going), which amounts to around 55% of the total. More 

specifically, operational stakeholders are in the progress of closing 179 gaps benefitting from the 

outcomes of SDM-coordinated Implementation Projects, supported by EU public funding via CEF Calls 2014, 

2015, 2016 and 2017. In addition, for 132 gaps, the implementation is in progress with stakeholders’ 

own resources and/or through other means of funding / financing, without direct coordination from the 

SESAR Deployment Manager. 

In other words, around 68% of the identified gaps are either closed, or in the process of being 

deployed by the relevant operational stakeholders. Considering the revision of the regulatory framework, 

such monitoring results imply that operational stakeholders are enlarging their deployment focus on 

additional Families, addressing the new system requirements introduced by the CP1. 

Furthermore, around 18% of the total gaps are planned to be deployed, according to the information 

provided by stakeholders during the Monitoring Exercise: this brings the total number of gaps already 

completed, on-going or planned to 483, which means around 86% of the total ground gaps. 

Conversely, there is a lack of specific plans only for the remaining 14%, which does not necessarily entail 

a non-compliance with CP1 but only the fact that there are no specific plans yet to perform these activities. 

These good results are due to the strong commitment of operational stakeholders to implement the SESAR 

Deployment Programme, as demonstrated both by individual initiatives from local stakeholders and by their 

massive participation to the Calls launched under the CEF Framework. 

All presented figures support the notion that – despite the current challenges and uncertainties linked to 

the COVID-19 crisis – the SESAR deployment is still moving forward and delivering the expected 

performance improvements, translating the Common Project One into an operational reality.  

However, attention should be still drawn to the lack of plans or delays associated to specific implementation 

activities:  

• in the SESAR Deployment Programme, there are 6 Families with an implementation target date set 

on the 31st December 2022, where the required technical elements to be deployed in specific 

geographical scopes are currently not expected to meet the regulatory target dates or are 

still not yet planned; 

• for some Families only preliminary planning and preparatory activities could be 

performed. This is the case for the new CP1 Family 2.2.2 - Extended Airport Operations Plan 

whose target date is 31/12/2027 (10 gaps out of 30 with no dedicated plans) and Family 1.2.1 - 

AMAN/DMAN Integration (4 gaps out of 5 for which stakeholders have not elaborated any plan); 
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• the potential uncertainties affecting the implementation of SWIM-Services, linked to the 

understanding of the requirements, new competencies needed and the timely availability of 

required resources for Family 5.2.1 - Stakeholders’ SWIM PKI and cyber security (3 gaps with no 

dedicated plans), Family 5.3.1 - Aeronautical Information Exchange (3 gaps with no dedicated 

plans), Family 5.4.1 - Meteorological Information Exchange (6 gaps with no dedicated plans), 

Family 5.5.1 - Cooperative Network Information Exchange (3 gaps with no dedicated plans) and 

Family 5.6.1 - Flight Information Exchange (14 gaps with no dedicated plans); 

• the lack of maturity of “Initial trajectory information sharing”, in AF6 activities is linked to 

the on-going R&D work to be finalised by the industrialisation target date (December 2023) when 

the standardisation processes is expected to be completed as well as the final assessment from 

EASA. For this reason, a considerable number of gaps are not yet planned, i.e. in Family 6.1.2 - 

Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Ground Domain) (5 gaps) and Family 6.3.1 - 

Initial Trajectory Information Sharing ground distribution (6 gaps); 

• implementation of specific functions linked to the new ATC systems (iCAS, iTEC, 4-FLIGHT, 

etc.) or necessary upgrades of existing systems (e.g. COOPANS for a necessary interface to 

communicate with ASM systems), had a significant impact on the delayed implementation of 

Airspace Management and Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace for 12 gaps related to Families 3.1.1 

- ASM and A-FUA and 3.1.2 - Management of Predefined Airspace Configurations whose 

implementation dates are currently set beyond the CP1 target date; for the same reasons, the 

implementation of Sub-AF 3.1 - Airspace Management and Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace is not 

yet planned for 4 gaps (Family 3.1.1 is not yet planned in Malta, Family 3.1.2 is not yet planned in 

Malta, Netherlands and Portugal); 

• the sequencing of some Families implementation, which require preceding deployments. Such 

is the case of the integration of the AOP-NOP, which relies on the implementation of the local Initial 

Airport Operations Plans first, and resulted in 11 airports for which stakeholders have not 

elaborated any plan for Family 4.4.1 - AOP/NOP integration; 

• the development of the technical requirements and procurement of local tools had a 

significant impact on the delayed implementation of “Automated Support for Traffic Complexity 

Assessment and Flight Planning interfaces” (Family 4.3.1) in Romania, Estonia, Hungary, 

Netherlands and Slovak Republic, even if it’s worth mentioning that in some cases the compliance 

will be ensured through the use of NM CHMI. For all these gaps, the implementation dates have 

been set beyond the CP1 target date; 

• the impact of the COVID-19 crisis determining technical shortcomings and staff 

reductions that impacted on the progress of “Arrival Manager extended to en-route airspace” 

(Family 1.1.1) in Brussels Airport and “Departure Management Synchronised with Pre-departure 

sequencing” (Family 2.1.1) in Copenhagen Airport, whose implementation dates are currently set 

beyond the CP1 target date; 

• the phased approach of the implementation of DMAN impacted on the development of 

enhanced measuring (dynamic) of variable taxi times, thus the implementation of “Departure 

Management Synchronised with Pre-departure sequencing” (Family 2.1.1) in Amsterdam Airport is 

currently planned beyond the CP1 target date. 

Some of these concerns have been identified as risks in the SESAR Deployment Programme that can 

threaten the timely CP1 implementation, along with the potential misalignments between the SDP itself 

and the stakeholders’ investment plans. A yearly Risk Assessment process has been established for specific 

gaps which might pose a threat to the effective implementation and is supporting the local stakeholders in 

the preparation and implementation of the identified mitigation actions.  
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Detailed view per ATM Functionality  

The following picture and the associated paragraphs provide a more detailed view per each CP1 AF.  

 

Figure 7 - CP1 Implementation Status: view per AF 

The following detailed views per each ATM Functionality are complemented with charts aiming at 

representing gaps whose CP1 compliance is threatened since their implementation dates are set either 

beyond CP1 target dates or, for Families with imminent target dates (31st December 2022), are not yet 

planned. 
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AF1 - Extended AMAN and Integrated AMAN/DMAN in the high-density TMA 

 

Figure 8 - AF1: current implementation status per Family 

8% of the existing implementation gaps associated to AF1 Families have already been closed by local 

stakeholders. Around 63% of the ATM Functionality is already in the process of being implemented (in most 

cases benefitting of EU funding support and of the SDM coordination activities). This means that the 

deployment of AF1 is not currently on-going only in 29% of the cases, with only 4 gaps for which no specific 

plans have been defined by the relevant stakeholders and 1 gap whose implementation date is currently 

set beyond CP1 Target date. 

 

Figure 9 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 1.1.1 

Concerning the implementation of extended arrival management by the en-route ATS units feeding the 

traffic to the busiest airports in Europe (Family 1.1.1), ANSPs have achieved significant results during 2021 
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and this Family is now fully implemented within 2 of the airports listed in the Regulation. Besides, the 

implementation of the required technical elements is on-going or planned for all the remaining CP1 airports. 

It is worth mentioning that, as presented in the table within Figure 9, the implementation of this Family 

has CEF funding support for the gaps of Frankfurt and Munich airports. 

On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that for Family 1.2.1 - AMAN/DMAN Integration, which applies 

only to airports that have single runway or dependent runways which may operate in mixed-mode or have 

departure runway linked with dependency to an arrival runway, deployment uptake has been slower. Since 

the integration of AMAN and DMAN is based on the optimised pre-departure sequence, its implementation 

is linked to the deployment of AMAN extended horizon for the arrival traffic, thus only 20% of the 

stakeholders have dedicated plans for Family 1.2.1. 

AF2 - Airport Integration Throughput  

 

Figure 10 - AF2: current implementation status per Family 
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Around 72% of the gaps associated to ATM Functionality 2 is either completed or the associated deployment 

activities are already in progress. 50% of all AF2 gaps are coordinated and synchronised by SDM. 

The implementation of Family 2.1.1 - Departure Management Synchronised with Pre-departure sequencing, 

is well progressing, as the number of closed gaps amounts to 27% and the remaining gaps are all on-going 

and considerable progress is still expected for the near future. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the 

implementation of this Family is delayed beyond relevant CP1 target date for 2 of the involved CP1 airports 

and it has received CEF funds. 

 

Figure 11 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 2.1.1 

Concerning Family 2.2.1 - Initial AOP, the common and collaboratively agreed rolling plan used by all 

involved airport stakeholders to provide common situational awareness and process optimisation, the 

implementation has been already completed for 1 gap and is on-going for 79% of the remaining CP1 

airports.  

With regards to Family 2.2.2 - Extended AOP, the 33% of the gaps have no plans declared by stakeholders. 

The implementation of this Family depends on the deployment of Initial AOP (Family 2.2.1), since Extended 

AOP increases the iAOP scope beyond the airside operating environment and addresses processes within 

the landside and terminal infrastructure that have a performance impact on airport operations, flight 

predictability and efficiency. For Family 2.2.2 plans have already been declared by stakeholders for 20 

airport gaps out of the 30 for which the deployment is required. 

Concerning Family 2.3.1 - Airport Safety Nets, which covers the A-SMGCS Airport Safety Support Service, 

the implementation is on-going and aligned with the CP1 target date for all the gaps.  
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AF3 – Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route Airspace  

 

Figure 12 - AF3: current implementation status per Family 

Around 42% of the implementation gaps associated to AF3 have already been completed by operational 

stakeholders, making it the most advanced ATM functionality within the scope of the CP1 from a 

deployment-extent perspective. Furthermore, 56 gaps (around 50% of the AF scope) are in the process of 

being implemented – both within and beyond the umbrella of the Framework Partnership Agreement (FPA) 

and the associated coordination of SDM – impacting all Families of the ATM Functionality.  

It is worth mentioning that the implementation of “ASM and A-FUA”, aiming at providing the most efficient 

airspace organisation and management, addressed by Family 3.1.1, is currently implemented by three 

stakeholders, whereas the implementation is still on-going for 86% of CP1 geographical scopes. 
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Considerable delays beyond CP1 target date are already envisaged by 7 stakeholders, mainly caused by 

later implementation of the required connectivity between local ASM systems and ATC systems which 

depends on the provision of respective interfaces by the (renewed/upgraded) main ATC systems. It is worth 

noting that the implementation in Austria, Germany, Greece, Portugal and Slovenia has received CEF Funds. 

No dedicated plans have been set for 2 countries: Malta, which was not part of the applicability area in the 

former versions of the ATM MP L3, and Lithuania, where part of the implementation activities have not 

been planned yet. 

 

Figure 13 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 3.1.1 

The deployment of “Management of Predefined Airspace configurations”, addressed by Family 3.1.2, is in 

many cases dependant on the necessary upgrades or renewal of existing ATC systems. Thus the 

implementation of the Family is delayed or not yet planned for 8 countries, whereas it is supported by CEF 

funds in Greece and Sweden. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that this Family has been already 

completed by 8 countries. 

 

Figure 14 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 3.1.2 

The deployment of “Initial Free Route Airspace” (Family 3.2.1) is well progressing, with a continuous 

increase of countries where Airspace Users are now able to fly FRA. The number of countries having 

implemented Initial FRA now amounts to 22, with remaining countries committed to a timely deployment.  

The technical requirements for the implementation of “Enhanced Free Route Airspace Operations”, 

addressed by Family 3.2.2 are already implemented in 14 countries, thus ensuring Cross-border FRA with 

at least one neighbouring State and FRA connectivity with TMAs enabling significant performance benefits, 

both in terms of reduction of jet fuel consumption and of CO2 emissions. 
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AF4 – Network Collaborative Management 

 

Figure 15 - AF4: current implementation status per Family 

Around 10% of AF4 gaps has been already closed by operational stakeholders. The currently on-going 

implementation activities roughly cover 61% of the existing gaps, while plans have been declared for 

around 16% of the total number of existing gaps, leaving only around 13% of the AF-related gaps without 

any associated specific implementation plans. 

However, it needs to be noted that AF4 is currently progressing at a slightly slower pace, when compared 

to AF1, AF2, and AF3. The reason is mainly due to the lower level of readiness of some of the elements 

linked to specific Families or to the expected sequencing of the implementation, which requires the 

achievement of specific milestones or intermediate steps in order for local stakeholders to proceed in their 

deployment efforts. 
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Concerning Family 4.1.1 - Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures, for which ANSPs and AUs may use either 

NM provided STAM application, or may deploy local tools, the implementation is already completed in 5 

countries and has successfully started in 54% of the countries included in the scope of the Family. On the 

other hand, the implementation is not yet planned for Cyprus and Malta, whereas in Slovenia 

implementation activities have received CEF funds and are currently planned beyond the CP1 target date. 

 

Figure 16 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 4.1.1  

It is worth mentioning that the deployment of STAM phase 2 is linked to the full availability of the new 

nConnect platform (currently under development by the Network Manager) in order to start the 

implementation at local side. 

The implementation of Family 4.2.1 regarding the “Interactive Rolling NOP”, linked to the deployment of 

the NOP Portal by Network Manager, has been completed in 3 countries, while activities are on-going for 

the 44% of the applicable countries. 16% of the stakeholders have no dedicated plans yet. 

On the other hand, the implementation of Family 4.2.2 - Initial AOP/NOP Information Sharing, focusing on 

exchanging the Arrival Planning Information (API) and Departure Planning Information (DPI) messages 

between AOP and NM, is still on-going for all the applicable CP1 airport gaps, where implementation 

activities are planned to be completed on-time and in the wide majority of cases, the implementation 

activities are also coordinated and synchronised by SDM. 

The implementation of Family 4.3.1 - Automated Support for Traffic Complexity Assessment and Flight 

Planning interfaces is well progressing, since 6 ANSPs result compliant with the existing requirements and 

have now fully implemented the Family. All remaining stakeholders have already successfully started the 

implementation activities, either implementing a local traffic complexity tool and connect with NM via the 

NM B2B Services or using NM tools and systems. Nevertheless, the implementation is either On-going 

without an estimated implementation date or with an implementation date beyond the CP1 target date for 

7 countries, in Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Netherlands and Slovak Republic, whose implementations 

have received CEF Funds. 
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Figure 17 - Focus on CP1 compliance for Family 4.3.1 

Most of the gaps without any associated specific implementation plans are linked to Family 4.4.1 - AOP/NOP 

integration, whose implementation is dependent on the deployment of Family 4.2.2 - Initial AOP/NOP 

Information Sharing. For Family 4.4.1 currently no dedicated plans have been identified by stakeholders 

for 11 airport gaps. On the other hand, 42% of the Stakeholders have already started the implementation 

activities and 23% of the stakeholders plan to complete the implementation on time. 
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AF5 –SWIM 

 

Figure 18 - AF5: current implementation status per Family 
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Figure 19 - Family 5.3.1: current implementation status per Service 
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Figure 20 - Family 5.4.1: current implementation status per Service 
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Figure 21 - Family 5.5.1: current implementation status per Service 
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Figure 22 - Family 5.6.1: current implementation status per Service 

The overall implementation of the ATM Functionality 5 is well progressing even if, together with AF6, shows 

the largest portion of gaps for which no dedicated plans have been identified yet. This is mainly due to 

some technological elements, for which the specifications are not fully developed yet, as well as to the fact 

that others will be ready for their implementation and subsequent full CP1 compliance after the 

implementation of common components supporting SWIM adoption across Europe. 

Currently 65% of the AF5 gaps have been addressed by the operational stakeholders either through their 

full closure or through deployment activities currently on-going. More in detail, 93 out of the 143 gaps to 

be covered by the implementation of technological elements linked to the deployment of Initial SWIM have 

been closed, or are in the process of being addressed, 21 are associated with future plans and 29 are not 

yet planned. 

The implementation of Family 5.2.1 - Stakeholders’ SWIM PKI and cyber security, which may differ 

depending on whether the stakeholders will become a CA (Certificate Authority) themselves or use the 

European Common Aviation PKI (EACP) as developed by Family 5.1.1, is currently on-going for 70% of the 

CP1 countries, while for 6 countries the implementation activities haven’t started yet and for 3 countries 

plans have not been identified. 

Concerning the Service Families, the implementation of “Aeronautical Information Exchange”, addressed 

by Family 5.3.1, has been completed for 1 gap and is currently on-going for 83% of the countries. Similarly, 
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the implementation of “Meteorological Information Exchange”, addressed by Family 5.4.1, is showing 

positive results with 70% of countries where implementation activities are already on-going. On the other 

hand, the implementation of Family 5.5.1 - Cooperative Network Information Exchange has been completed 

for 2 gaps and is currently on-going for 14 gaps, corresponding to 63% of the CP1 countries. Finally, the 

implementation of f Family 5.6.1 - Flight Information Exchange is proceeding at a lower pace, since 54% 

of the countries have started the implementation activities or plan to start them, while 46% haven’t 

identified any implementation plan yet. 

The global AF5 situation is expected to improve in the near future, as all preparatory work now is 

demonstrating significant progress and especially thanks to the multi-stakeholder initiatives and to their 

contribution to overall deployment. Furthermore, thanks to a major coordination effort, bilaterally reaching 

out to all CP1 mandated stakeholders to create awareness and share best practices, substantial 

improvements are expected to be tangible soon. 

 

AF6 – Initial Trajectory Information Sharing 

 

Figure 23 - AF6: current implementation status per Family 

The implementation of the three ground families associated to ATM Functionality 6 is tightly linked to the 

Trajectory information sharing whose technical requirements are identified from the point of view of Ground 

systems (Family 6.1.2 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Ground Domain)), NM Systems 

(Family 6.2.1 - Network Manager Trajectory Information Enhancement) and Ground distribution (Family 

6.3.1 - Initial Trajectory Information Sharing ground distribution). 

All AF6 Families are still low readiness Families, so in the vast majority of cases the implementation 

activities are planned but have not started yet, as a higher level of maturity and readiness for the 

implementation is needed before starting a synchronised and effective deployment. Therefore, no gap is 

completed yet, whereas 8 gaps are currently on-going, mostly limited to preparatory planning activities. It 

is worth highlighting that the industrialisation target date (December 2023) included in the CP1 is the date 
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by which the ATM functionality or sub-functionality shall complete the standardisation processes to enable 

its procurement, installation and implementation. 

In this respect, a specific document named “Assumptions for a synchronised deployment towards Initial 

Trajectory Information Sharing” has been elaborated, with the main objective of providing an initial 

integrated roadmap to implement ATM functions improved by the use of ADS-C/EPP information, 

considering ground and airborne domains (as part of the ATS B2 standard as defined in EUROCAE ED228A 

document), including financial incentives to achieve the IR requirement in an efficient manner. To do this, 

all the relevant and impacted stakeholders have been engaged, with a specific focus on the operational 

stakeholders and manufacturing industries, collecting their inputs and/or deployment plans. Based on a 

detailed assessment of the current situation regarding ADS-C/EPP implementation plans (air and ground), 

complementary technologies to alleviate VDL M2 spectrum (SatCOM, LDACS and others) and the multilink 

concept under development, a list of concrete actions has been proposed, from an operational and 

strategical perspective, in order to ensure a successful deployment of AF6. Together with EUROCONTROL 

the definition, assessment and analysis of different ATS B2 development and deployment scenarios 

characterised from a technical and operational perspective has started. According to the CP1 regulation, 

the chosen scenarios would be compliant with the content and with the industrialisation target date. 
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Expected roadmap for CP1 completion 

Overall roadmap 

Complementing the snapshot on the current status of implementation of Common Project One Reg. (EU) 

n. 2021/116, the structure and scope of the yearly Monitoring Exercise allows to develop the expected 

roadmap towards the full implementation of the SESAR Deployment Programme, by combining data and 

information provided by the relevant ATM stakeholders operating within the CP1 geographical scope. 

All respondents to the Monitoring Exercise have been engaged not only asking about the current status of 

their deployment activities, but also requesting to identify the expected date for the complete 

implementation of the Family within their own geographical area of responsibility.  

By combining inputs from operational stakeholders operating within the same airport or within a specific 

country, the expected date of each gap on which all elements linked to a specific Family will be deployed 

and their operational use will start can be identified. The overall outcomes of this analysis are reported 

within Figure 24 and are further illustrated in the following paragraphs.  

Figure 24 illustrates through the green curve the expected progress in the implementation of the Common 

Project One. 

It is worth noting that around 14% of the CP1-related ground gaps has no specific target date indicated by 

stakeholders, among other reasons because of the lack of readiness of the technological elements to be 

deployed. 

 

Figure 24 - Expected Roadmap towards the Full CP1 implementation 

As illustrated within the previous paragraph, the current4 status of implementation of the Common Project 

One includes 72 completed gaps, amounting to 13% of the total number of 561 implementation gaps.  

The most significant positive results have been registered in AF1, AF3 and AF4. 

By the end of 2022, an additional set of 104 additional existing gaps are expected to achieve their full 

coverage, also benefitting from the progress of EU-funded and SDM-coordinated Implementation Projects. 

Among the soon-to-be closed gaps, it is worth mentioning the following: 

• the deployment of Family 2.1.1 - Departure Management Synchronised with Pre-departure 

sequencing, will bring a total of 17 airports closing the gap; 

 
4 Such status corresponds to the status of CP1 implementation as in December 2021, when the monitoring data and associated 
information has been submitted by the relevant ATM operational stakeholders. 
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• the deployment of Family 3.1.1 - ASM and A-FUA will bring the total number of CP1 countries 

dynamically managing airspace users’ demands to 20 further building the path for the wide-scale 

implementation of the Family; 

• the deployment of Family 3.1.2 - Management of Predefined Airspace Configurations will bring to 

a total of 21 out of 29 countries closing the gap; 

• the deployment of Family 3.2.1 - Initial FRA will be completed by the last four countries and by the 

Network Manager; 

• the considerable progress of Family 4.1.1 - Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures will bring the 

total number of CP1 countries to use STAM for tactical capacity management to 27; 

• similarly, the progress in the implementation of Family 4.3.1 - Automated Support for Traffic 

Complexity Assessment and Flight Planning interfaces will bring to a total of 23 out of 30 countries 

closing the gap. 

In 2023, the implementation activities are expected to significantly accelerate, as the percentage of closed 

gaps will spike to around 44%, thanks to the closure of additional 71 gaps in addition to the ones expected 

to be closed in 2022, leading to a total number of 247. 

By the end of 2024, the number of closed gaps will still continue to grow up to 275, topping 49% of the 

overall implementation of the Common Project One: the constant growth (with 28 gaps closed during 2024) 

is explicitly led by the progress in the implementation of AF1, with 10 gaps to be closed. 

Moreover, it is worth underlining that the acceleration in the deployment progress in 2025 is expected to 

be significantly pushed by the closure of implementation activities from AF2 (18 closed gaps) and especially 

AF5 (103 closed gaps).  

According to information submitted by the relevant ATM stakeholders and with their currently declared 

plans, in the longer run (from 2026 to the end of 2027) the progress in CP1 deployment will continue at a 

steady pace, allowing for the closure of above 72 gaps in total, with a significant increase in closed gaps 

especially within AF6.  

At the current time, 4% ground gaps are explicitly declared to be closed beyond the CP1 target dates set 

forth in the Regulation for each ATM Functionality. Moreover, the fact that the 14% of the gaps have no 

dedicated plans yet does not necessarily entail a non-compliance with CP1. For the sake of accuracy when 

adding up the expected Implementation Dates, these gaps could not be taken into account for the 

production of Figures 24 to 30. 

SDM, together with the relevant SES bodies and in cooperation with all involved stakeholders, is carefully 

monitoring these potential issues and is supporting operational stakeholders in the identification, definition 

and implementation of the necessary mitigation actions to raise the level of readiness for deployment of 

the relevant technological elements. This objective is achieved through Risk Assessment process managed 

by SDM, complemented with the organisation of workshops, sharing of best practices and visits to 

stakeholders in order to raise awareness on SDP implementation. 

Due to the specific requirements of Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cyber security, the deployment 

activities are following a coordinated and EU-wide approach, rather than been steered by locally-based 

implementation initiatives. As an example, CEF IP 2017_084_AF5 “SWIM Common PKI and policies & 

procedures for establishing a Trust framework” is a multi-stakeholder initiative, awarded in 2017 CEF 

Transport Call, aiming at deploying a common framework for both integrating local stakeholder PKI 

deployments in an interoperable manner, as well as providing interoperable digital certificates to the users 

of SWIM services. 

Moreover, the new coordinated effort to deploy Data Link Services at European level is supporting a faster 

and more effective implementation of the data link capabilities at air/ground and ground/ground level, 

which would in turn enable the subsequent integration of Trajectory Information into the ATM systems. 

Particular attention is being paid towards the activities required to meet the industrialisation target date of 

AF6 “Initial Trajectory Information Sharing”. 
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Detailed views per ATM Functionality 

AF1 – Extended AMAN and Integrated AMAN/DMAN in the high-density TMA  

The implementation 

activities associated to AF1 

are progressing and already 

starting to deliver their first 

results in terms of 

operational benefits and of 

related performance 

improvements: around 8% 

out of the 24 gaps to be 

covered have already been 

closed, laying down the 

ground for the future 

implementation of all 

technological and 

operational elements 

mandated by the Common 

Project One.  

The implementation 

progress rate is expected to 

slow down during 2022 and 

2023, then experiencing a 

significant spike during 

2024, coinciding with the 

target date set in the Regulation for Family 1.1.1 on December 2024, bringing the total of closed gaps to 

16 (around 67% of the total) whilst the remaining 2 planned gaps are expected to be implemented between 

January 2025 and December 2027, target date set by the regulation for Family 1.2.1. 

It is worth noting that the implementation activities have already produced their results mainly regarding 

Family 1.1.1 - Arrival Management extended to en-route airspace, which has been fully implemented in 

Copenhagen, Vienna, Frankfurt and Munich airports. 

The progress achieved within the implementation of this Family is of utmost importance: the 

implementation of Arrival Manager extended to en-route airspace will support airport departure 

management systems with real time information, enabling airport stakeholders to plan and prepare for 

aircraft turn-around at an early stage. This supports sequencing of departing traffic respecting AMAN and 

DMAN constraints for an optimum utilisation of RWY(s) (Family 2.1.1 - Departure Management 

Synchronised with Pre-departure sequencing). Besides, Extended AMAN and integrated AMAN/DMAN would 

still represent a significant push towards the implementation of Collaborative Network Management (NOP) 

to coordinate reconciled target times for improved ATFCM and arrival sequencing set out in AF4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 - AF1 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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AF2 – Airport Integration Throughput 

The implementation of AF2 

currently registers 6 gaps 

closed out of a total of 87, 

accounting for around 6% of 

the overall ATM 

Functionality. About 70% of 

closed gaps have been 

covered thanks to the 

coordinated effort of ANSPs 

and Airport Operators, 

supported by EU public 

funding and by the oversight 

/ synchronisation of the 

SESAR Deployment 

Manager.  

In the next months, the 

progress rate of the ATM 

functionality is still expected 

to deliver results: by the end 

of 2022, coinciding with the 

target date set in the 

Regulation for Family 2.1.1 

on December 2022, the total number of closed gaps is expected to increase to 19, amounting to around 

21% of the total gaps for AF2. That is mostly due to the completion of several Implementation Projects 

coordinated by SDM associated to AF2, in some cases involving a wide number of operational stakeholders 

from different CP1 airports. 

The implementation will then continue at full pace in the following years, bringing the total amount of closed 

gaps on December 2023 (target date set by the regulation for Family 2.2.1) to 39, representing almost 44% 

of total gaps. 

It should be noted that, by December 2025, target date set by the regulation for Family 2.3.1 the number 

of closed gaps should be 57, amounting to 64% of the total existing implementation gaps, while the 

remaining gaps will be closed by 2027. 

For 10 gaps, no specific date has been identified by the stakeholders, due to lack of detailed plans towards 

the full implementation. 

The status of implementation of Family 2.1.1 - Departure Management Synchronised with Pre-departure 

sequencing is well-advanced at the current time, considering that it is already deployed respectively in 5 

airports across the CP1 geographical scope: Munich, Paris-Roissy Charles de Gaulle, Paris-Orly, Zürich and 

Nice Côte D'Azur. Nevertheless, the implementation effort from operational stakeholders is expected to 

lead to the complete closure of the Family beyond the relevant implementation target dates listed in the 

SESAR Deployment Programme.  

It is however worth emphasising that the foreseen implementation of Sub-AF 2.2 - Airport Operations Plan 

is well progressing, considering that “Initial AOP” is already deployed in Amsterdam Schiphol and all the 

remaining CP1 airports are planning to deploy the Family by the CP1 target date in 2023. As the iAOP 

comprises the basic elements to exchange the data elements with the NOP and paves the way to Extended 

AOP, positive results are expected on the future implementation of Family 2.2.2 - Extended AOP, currently 

on-going or planned by the majority of stakeholders and whose target date is set in December 2027.  

Finally, the implementation of Family 2.3.1 - Airport Safety Nets has already started at all CP1 airports. 

This Family is connected to Families 1.2.1 - AMAN/DMAN Integration, 2.1.1 - Departure Management 

Synchronised with Pre-departure sequencing, 2.2.1 - Initial AOP and 2.2.2 - Extended AOP as well as other 

airport systems elements such as but not limited to A-CDM, A-SMGCS Surveillance service, airport 

operations status data and mobile information data ensuring better predictability of traffic movement, 

hence improving safety. 

 

Figure 26 - AF2 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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AF3 – Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route Airspace  

The deployment of “Flexible 

Airspace Management and of 

Free Route” at European level 

is progressing at a notable 

speed, with around 43% of the 

identified implementation gaps 

already fully completed by 

operational stakeholders.  

By the end of 2022, the overall 

number of closed gaps is 

expected to raise at 84, 

reaching 75% of the total, 
thanks to the almost full 

completion of Family 3.1.1 - 

ASM and A-FUA, 3.1.2 -

Management of Predefined 

Airspace Configurations, and 

3.2.1 - Initial FRA, in 

compliance with the current 

CP1 deadline for the ATM 

Functionality. 

The progress of AF3 

implementation is expected to significantly accelerate in the upcoming 12 months, leading to the coverage 

of around 80% of the identified gaps by the end of 2023. 

The completion of several wide-ranging upgrade of ATM systems currently undertaken by a vast set of 

ANSPs and the joint effort towards the FRA establishment at large scale is then expected to bring to the 

closure of additional 7 gaps by the end of 2025, coinciding with the target date set in the Regulation for 

Family 3.2.2, the deployment target date of AF3, pushing the total to 103 closed gaps (around 92%). 

For a limited number of gaps (about the 5% of the total), no specific date for the full implementation has 

been identified by operational stakeholders, while about the 3% of the gaps are planned to be completed 

beyond the CP1 target date. This is mostly linked to the uncertainty on the closure of already on-going 

and/or planned activities such as ATC system upgrades/renewals, related to activities linked to the full 

deployment of Families 3.1.1 - ASM and A-FUA, 3.1.2 - Management of Predefined Airspace Configurations 

and 3.2.2 - Enhanced Free Route Airspace operations. 

 

  

Figure 27 - AF3 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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AF4 – Network Collaborative Management 

The implementation 

activities associated to ATM 

Functionality 4 are 

progressing at a slower 

pace, in comparison with 

AF1, AF2 and AF3.  

Around 8% of the identified 

implementation gaps have 

been closed until December 

2021, but significant 

progress rate could be 

expected in 2022, with 46 

gaps expected to be closed. 
This significant step will 

enable the closure of 

around 40% of the existing 

gaps linked to AF4 thanks 

to the almost full 

completion of Family 4.1.1 

- Enhanced Short Term 

ATFCM Measures and 

Family 4.3.1 - Automated 

Support for Traffic 

Complexity Assessment and Flight Planning interfaces. 

The progress of AF4 implementation is expected to significantly accelerate in the upcoming 12 months, 

leading to the closure of around 67% of the identified gaps by the end of 2023. 

This sudden increase in the number of closed gaps – and in the associated progress of the implementation 

of the ATM functionality – is closely connected with the deployment target date of Sub-AF 4.2 – 

Collaborative NOP. 

The implementation of specific Families at local level, like Enhanced STAM and the Interactive Rolling NOP 

indeed require the availability of a common platform, whose development is still on-going by NM. Once the 

platform enters into operational use, local stakeholders (mostly ANSPs) would be able to proceed with the 

implementation and close the associated gaps, simply by adapting their operational procedures and training 

their staff.  

For Family 4.3.1 - Automated Support for Traffic Complexity Assessment and Flight Planning interfaces, 

the responsibilities of the implementation are shared with the Network Manager, which declared plans to 

timely and effectively comply with the defined regulatory target date, completing the implementation by 

the end of December 2022. The Traffic Complexity Tools are already deployed and fully operational within 

Bulgaria, Poland, Switzerland, Latvia, Maastricht UAC and Malta. The implementation will continue at a 

regular pace until December 2022, when 23 out of 30 gaps will be closed. The deployment efforts from 

local stakeholders are in the majority of cases supported by SDM-coordinated and EU-funded 

implementation projects. 

It has however to be noted that no specific date of completion has been identified by operational 

stakeholders for around 17% of the total number of gaps. That is mainly due to the lack of technological 

maturity of Family 4.4.1 - AOP/NOP integration, because of the interdependencies with “iAOP/NOP 

integration” (see Family 4.2.2) and with AOP (Families 2.2.1 - Initial AOP and 2.2.2 - Extended AOP). 

Besides, delays beyond the CP1 target date are expected for the implementation of Families 4.1.1 - 

Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures and 4.3.1 - Automated Support for Traffic Complexity Assessment 

and Flight Planning interfaces. 

 

  

Figure 28 - AF4 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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AF5 – SWIM  

Similarly to AF4, the 

implementation of ATM 

Functionality 5 is still 

progressing at a moderate 

pace, due both to the lower 

level of maturity of some of 

the technological elements 

included in the Families’ 

scope and to the critical role 

of the still-to-be-fully-defined 

SWIM Governance 

Framework and of the Public 

Key Infrastructure (PKI), 

whose overall establishment 

has to be considered as a 

critical enabler for the 

complete implementation of 

the Family.  

More specifically, successful 

implementation of Families 

5.3.1 - Aeronautical 

Information Exchange, 

5.4.1 - Meteorological Information Exchange, 5.5.1 - Cooperative Network Information Exchange, 5.6.1 - 

Flight Information Exchange covering the different kinds of ATM information exchanges, is highly dependent 

from the implementation of the specific stakeholders’ infrastructure components (covered by Sub-AF 5.2) 

and especially from the deployment of the common components and structures to be deployed on a 

European-wide basis, as included in Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cyber security.  

As a result, around 2% of the total number of AF5-related gaps are currently closed, and a few additional 

gaps are expected to be closed during 2022, 2023 and 2024. The situation is expected to greatly improve 

in 2025, with 103 total gaps that will be closed by the end of the year.  

Stakeholders did not provide a specific target date for the completion and full implementation of around 

20% of the total number of gaps. That is specifically due to the lack of clearly defined plans for the 

deployment of the Families addressing SWIM Yellow Profile Technical Infrastructure and Specifications and 

SWIM Services (several gaps associated to Sub-AFs 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 lacks a specific target date). It is 

however worth noting that for some of the Families, the associated technological elements still have to 

achieve the full readiness for implementation. 

In parallel, the activities associated to the scope of Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cyber security 

thus the implementation of the SWIM common components covering cyber security, the overall European 

Aviation Common PKI (EACP) and its associated governance, which the local implementations shall comply 

with, are on-going with the contribution of 30 partners including Airport Operators, airlines, ANSPs, MET, 

Military and EUROCONTROL, benefitting of EU funding and in accordance to the specifically developed Action 

Plan. In particular, the Implementation Project developed a robust governance framework through a 

consistent set of principles, rules, processes and structure for SWIM governance, laid down in a structured 

set of documents (Agreement, Structure and Terms of Reference, SWIM service provision policy, etc.), 

providing the backbone for true ATM digitalisation. 

 

  

Figure 29 - AF5 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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AF6 – Initial Trajectory Information Sharing 

The implementation of the 

ground part of ATM 

Functionality 6 is related to 

Families 6.1.2 - Initial Air-

Ground Trajectory 

Information Sharing 

(Airborne Domain), 6.2.1 - 

Network Manager Trajectory 

Information Enhancement 

and 6.3.1 - Initial Trajectory 

Information Sharing ground 

distribution. The overall 

planning of the deployment 

of initial trajectory 

information sharing 

functionality must be 

synchronised among the 

ground and airborne systems 

to ensure operational 

benefits. In order to satisfy 

this synchronisation 

requirement, airborne and 

ground should provide interoperable interfaces, otherwise the European ATM network would face a lack of 

seamless operations due to fragmentation and the expected benefits would be jeopardised. 

In accordance with the details of such plan, the implementation effort of operational stakeholders is 

currently focused on Family 6.1.2 and Family 6.3.1, respectively covering the implementation of “Initial 

Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Ground Domain)” and “Initial Trajectory Information Sharing 

ground distribution”. The implementation of Family 6.2.1 - Network Manager Trajectory Information 

Enhancement is entirely dedicated to the upgrade of NM systems in order to use Extended Projected Profile 

(EPP) data. 

The implementation of Family 6.1.2 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Ground Domain), 

which is linked to the actual implementation of trajectory information sharing, will follow once all enablers 

have been deployed and the readiness of the Family has evolved to an adequate status. With specific regard 

to this Family, it is worth recalling that the preliminary steps for the deployment of Initial Trajectory 

Information Sharing consists of the downlink of Extended Projected Profile (EPP) data from the aircraft and 

integrating/processing of this data by the ATC systems. Ground systems shall support the ADS-C/EPP 

application as part of ATS B2 services while retaining compatibility with ATN B1 services as required by 

Commission Regulation (EC) No. 29/2009 (amended by IR 310/2015) including provision of service to 

flights equipped only with ATN-B1 services. It’s worth mentioning that Family 6.1.2 can only be 

implemented in conjunction with Family 6.1.1 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Airborne 

Domain), which is providing the corresponding aircraft functionalities. Nevertheless, the implementation 

activities associated to Family 6.1.2 have not started yet, with the only exception of MUAC, which has 

planned a full implementation for May 2022. Besides, Czech Republic defined the requirements for ADS-

C/EPP Data integration, but no specific plans are identified for the rest of the gap. The implementation of 

Family 6.3.1 - Initial Trajectory Information Sharing ground distribution has not started yet, with the 

exception of MUAC, Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. Following the 

implementation of this Family, Trajectory information data coming from airborne systems will be distributed 

on the ground to ATS units and NM to minimise the air-ground data transmissions. 

The implementation of this Family also benefitted from the SDM coordination in its role of DLS Project 

Manager and from the wide-ranging initiatives awarded in the framework of the CEF Call 2016. In this 

framework, stakeholders are cooperating both in the implementation of the local transitional solutions and 

in the definition of the target solution, to be deployed in a synchronised manner at EU level.  

  

Figure 30 - AF6 Expected Roadmap for Implementation 
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COVID-19 impacts on CP1 deployment 

Introduction 

COVID-19 crisis has put the global economy to the test, with air transport being one of the hardest hit 
sectors by the pandemic. Containment and other restricting measures put in place to curb the spread of 
the virus have dealt an abrupt and brutal blow to the whole ATM sector. 

In order to assess the magnitude of the COVID-19 impacts on the CP1 Gaps implementation, the 

information gathered by the operational stakeholders through the Monitoring Exercise process and the SDM 
Implementation Partners have been considered in the context of the Framework Partnership Agreement.  

Methodology 

The COVID-19 impacts analysis is based on the data gathered during the current Monitoring Exercise. In 

fact, the operational stakeholders have been requested, for the ground gaps, to provide information related 

to the COVID-19 impacts directly in the tool to track their status. 

In this sense, the key qualitative information summarised in this analysis has been collected through the 

LSSIP+ tool descriptive fields populated by the operational stakeholders at gap and stakeholder level. For 

what concerns the performed quantitative analysis, the data related to the average delays registered at 

Family, Sub-AF, AF and at stakeholder category level have been derived from the status of the SDM-

coordinated CEF projects addressing specific SDP Families, as identified by the operational stakeholders. 

It has to be highlighted that no comparisons between the current implementation dates registered at gap 

level and the ones reported in the last Monitoring View 2020 can be performed because of the change in 

the applicable regulatory framework, resulted in the repealing of PCP and adoption of CP1 Implementing 

Regulation in February 2021. Indeed, such change led to the definition of the new SESAR Deployment 

Programme adherently to the CP1 Sub-ATM functionalities structure and revised implementation target 

dates, hence delays at gap level cannot be directly quantified.  

It can be assumed that the CEF projects delays caused by COVID-19 crisis are correlated to the reported 

foreseen implementation dates of the gaps to which the CEF projects are linked. It can be consequently 

deduced that if COVID-19 crisis would have not impacted the implementation activities, certain 

implementation dates would have been reached earlier than currently reported. 

This logic cannot be applied to the following limited number of new SDP Families to which no CEF projects 

can be linked: 

• Family 1.1.2 - AMAN/DMAN integration; 

• Family 2.2.2 - Extended AOP; 

• Family 4.4.1 - AOP/NOP integration. 

In most of the cases, the statuses of the gaps related to the above-mentioned SDP Families are either 

planned or not yet planned and consequently the COVID-19 impacts at gap level cannot be measured. 

With regards to AF6 - Initial Trajectory Information Sharing, the functionalities in scope need to reach their 

CP1 industrialisation target dates (December 2023) by which the standardisation and certification processes 

to enable their procurement, installation and implementation shall be completed. Hence, concrete 

deployment cannot be performed at this stage. For this reason, AF6 is not included in the analysis. 

Analysis and results 

Overview of results 

66% of the gaps addressed by CEF projects have been affected by COVID-19 crisis. The aggregated 

average delay registered by the CEF projects targeting SDP implementation gaps and impacted by COVID-

19 crisis amounts to 19 months, spread across the analysed operational stakeholders categories: Airport 

Operators, ANSPs, Airspace Users, MET providers, Military authorities and Network Manager. 

From a general perspective, the operational stakeholders currently show a slow recovery, especially 

for Airport Operators, Airspace Users and ANSPs, who are determining the postponement of capital 

expenditures and the limitation of staffing cost.  
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Based on the qualitative information gathered by the operational stakeholders, the main factors currently 

affecting the timely completion of the deployment activities are summarised hereafter: 

- shortage of technical staff, due to revised investment plans and extension of furlough schemes, 

added to mobility limitations during the first months of the crisis impacting the routine 

collaboration and coordination activities among operational stakeholders; 

- shift in strategic focus areas and priorities by the operational stakeholders; 

- traffic loss registered in 2020 and 2021 did not allow to perform testing, trials and validation 

activities in real environments causing the postponement of crucial tasks before the entry into 

operations of new ATM systems and modules;  

- shortage of electronic components is leading to difficulties in the supply of electronic 

components in the global market; this situation is bringing to knock on effects resulting in the 

postponement of implementation activities. 

Impact per stakeholder category 

Among the different stakeholders’ categories leading CEF projects addressing implementation gaps, the 

aggregate average delay caused by COVID-19 crisis amounts to 19 months, spread as depicted in the 

figure below. 

 

Figure 31 - Average delays caused by COVID-19 crisis per SH category 

This outcome confirms the stakeholders categories most impacted by COVID-19 crisis continue to 

be Airport Operators, ANSPs and Airspace Users. 

It can be stated that last two years have proven to be a very difficult period for all sectors of the aviation 
value chain. This is especially true for Airport Operators, ANSPs and Civil Airspace Users, where after 
several years of growth and challenges to meet passenger demands, the global market for air 
travel has all but disappeared. These operational stakeholders are still currently far from 
operating their full potential and with the additional challenge of low passenger yields. 

During this period, Military stakeholders have been involved in the response to the COVID-19 

pandemic, using their capabilities to support civil crisis management mechanisms. At this 
point, Military stakeholders are paying particular attention to the potential consequences of the COVID-19 
crisis on defence budgets, both at national and at EU level. Consequently, this is having some negative 
implications in the medium term on deployment of SES related technology. 
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Finally, the Network Manager is the stakeholder category less impacted by the COVID-19 crisis in 

terms of registered delays. Nevertheless, a slowdown of activities has been flagged in the CEF projects 

led by NM. 

Impact per ATM functionality 

Out of 223 applicable gaps addressed by CEF projects, 136 resulted as affected by COVID-19 crisis 

(61%).  

The reported average delay ranges for the different ATM Functionalities from 13 to 23 months, 

being the highest average delay at AF level reported for AF2 - Airport Integration and Throughput with 23 

months and the lowest average delay for AF1 - Extended AMAN and Integrated AMAN/DMAN in the high-

density TMA with 13 months. The figure for AF1 can be explained by a lower level of maturity for 

implementation and farther deployment target dates, especially for Family 1.2.1- AMAN/DMAN integration 

which, being a new functionality in scope of CP1, is not targeted by any CEF project awarded so far. In any 

case, the figures illustrate that the spread of the impacts is shared across all ATM Functionalities. 

The results gathered in the Monitoring Exercise are being graphically represented in several charts below, 

clustered per ATM Functionality, Sub-ATM Functionality and SESAR Deployment Programme Family.  

The charts titled “Average delay in months” depict in bar charts the average recorded delay from those 

cases where a delay due to COVID-19 crisis was indeed identified. The line chart in the secondary axis 

informs about the number of gaps affected by COVID-19 crisis and targeting the specific AFs, Sub-AFs or 

SDP Families for which a stakeholder has reported an incidence in the implementation due to COVID-19 

crisis.  

  

Figure 32 - Average Delay in months – AF level 
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Figure 33 - Average Delay in months – Sub-AF level 

 

 

  

Figure 34 - Average Delay in months – Family level 

The following key facts can be highlighted: 

• Sub-AF 2.1 - DMAN synchronised with Pre-departure sequencing presents a lower average delay 

(13 months) mainly explained by the fact that it is a Functionality where the stakeholders had their 

investment plans quite advanced when the crisis arrived; 
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• Sub-AF 2.3 - Airport Safety Nets and Sub-AF 2.2 - Airport Operations Plan are substantially the 

most affected especially in terms of average delay (31 months); 

• the Sub-ATM Functionalities in AF3 - Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route presents a 

highest average delay (24 months) in Sub-AF 3.1 - Airspace Management and Advanced Flexible 

Use of Airspace that is approaching its implementation target date in December 2022. Sub-AF 3.2 

- Free Route Airspace is affected by a lower average delay (17 months) but a significant number 

of gaps are affected (16). However, it is worth noting that the vast majority of 3.2.1 - Initial FRA 

Gaps are currently either closed or about to be closed by the relevant CP1 target date (31st 

December 2022); 

• AF4 - Network Collaborative Management presents negative effects in line with the already 

indicated average values. It can be highlighted the implementation of this AF is jointly addressed 

by ANSPs, Airport Operators, Airspace Users and Network Manager; 

• the charts regarding the effect at Family level clearly show certain Families with few reduced 

negative effects. This is the case, for instance, of Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and Cyber 

security and Family 5.6.1 - Flight Information Exchange. It is worth noting that these statistics is 

also affected by the limited number of CEF projects targeting these specific gaps. 

COVID-19 Analysis: Conclusions 

It continues to be hard for the aviation stakeholders to continue their investments because it is predicted 

that the length of the recovery phase is still unclear, undoubtedly influencing the near future of CP1 
implementation. The report shows that the average delay is of about 1.5 years, similarly spread 
across the ATM functionalities identified in the CP1. 

Over the last years there was a significant reduction in staff numbers, especially those in the back office or 
not having a critical safety role. Further a high number of staff was made redundant or on short time 
working.  

It has to be noted that the restrictive measures have been lifted in 2021 enabling the resume of 

several implementation activities. Nevertheless, when the stakeholders have restarted their initiatives, 
the implementation activities have been impacted by their natural evolution leading to unforeseen 
additional delays. As a matter of fact, the target deployment dates of CP1 Regulation helped to 
mitigate the effects of these delays.  

It can be concluded that the aviation industry is in the process of recovery from the COVID-19 crisis. 
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2.Detailed Views per Family and per Service (AF5) 

Complementing the overall picture of the deployment at global level, the specific structure of the Monitoring 

Exercise (and especially its engagement of all operational stakeholders impacted by Regulation (EU) n. 

2021/116) also allows to outline detailed views at local level, providing an accurate representation of the 

implementation progresses within each country or airport included within the CP1 geographical scope. To 

this end, the Family-based charts included within the present Section aim at reporting on the overall status 

of implementation of technological and operational elements associated to each Family at local level, whilst 

also identifying the expected implementation date of such Family within the relevant country or airport.  

This detailed outlook supports the identification of the main implementation areas to be tackled by future 

investments and helps avoiding any gap or critical delay in the Programme’s implementation. Furthermore, 

the information gathered from each organisation engaged in the Exercise results into dedicated views per 

stakeholder, which outline how ANSPs, Airport Operators, MET Service Providers, AISPs and Network 

Manager are involved in tackling the existing implementation gaps.  

It is worth noting that Family Views of AF5 Service Families are complemented with specific Service Views, 

aiming at detailing the implementation status of Providers and Consumers of each Service, and the overall 

implementation status at Service level for each country. 

The overall picture of the “geography-based” ground gaps is complemented by the overview on the Airspace 

Users gaps, defined instead on a fleet-centric approach, due to the fact that AU operations typically expand 

beyond national and regional borders and affect the whole geographical scope defined by the Common 

Project One. A specific template based on targeted technical questions structured with the purpose of 

identifying the status of the technical requirements of each applicable SDP Family has been distributed to 

Airlines headquartered within the European Union, in order to build a representative view of the current 

status of implementation. 
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Structure and layout of the detailed Views 

Family View 

A generic mock-up of the charts used to provide a representation of the results of the Monitoring Exercise 

is proposed hereafter for illustrative purposes.  

 

The structure of the chart has been developed with the specific objective of providing the reader with a 

wide set of data and information within a single snapshot: the following paragraphs include an overall 

explanation on how the information is presented. 

The Europe chart shows different colors for each country included 

within the geographical scope of Regulation (EU) n. 2021/116; in 

addition, Maastricht Upper Area Control (MUAC) is represented, as its 

specific activities expand beyond national borders. For ATM 

Functionalities 1, 2 and 4 specifically for Families whose geographical 

scope is structured on an airport basis, the applicable airports are 

indicated. 

These colors provide a quick and effective indication of the overall 

implementation status of the Family, as each of them represents a 

different percentage of completion of the Family, corresponding to the current percentage of 

implementation (i.e. what has been already deployed by the relevant operational stakeholders).  
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This percentage (“Currently deployed”) is 

also explicitly reported – within a green box 

- in the table on the left, for each applicable 

country or airport. The current status of 

implementation is then complemented by 

three additional percentages:  

• the “On-going” percentage, included in the white boxes, which identifies the percentage of the 

Family that is covered by on-going activities (both within and beyond the SDM coordination5); 

• the “Planned” percentage, included in the light-purple boxes, which identifies the percentage of 

Family that is planned to be covered by future initiatives; 

• the “Not Yet Planned” percentage, included within the light-yellow boxes, which corresponds to the 

percentage of the Family for which no specific plan has been elaborated by the relevant operational 

stakeholders. 

Whenever a Family has been fully deployed at local level, the whole row is covered in green. 

In addition, thanks to the information gathered from the organisations consulted through the Monitoring 

Exercise, an expected implementation date is provided for each gap: this date represents the expected 

date of achievement of the full deployment, i.e. the date in which all operational stakeholders operating 

within a certain country/airport plan to complete the implementation of the Family.  

All information stemming from local deployment initiatives will be 

summarised within the boxes included in the upper left corner of 

the chart, which report – at Family level – the following 

information: 

• the expected implementation date, i.e. when the Family will be implemented within its whole 

geographical scope (e.g. all countries and airports), in comparison with the CP1 target date, as 

identified in the SESAR Deployment Programme; 

• the total number of gaps which have already been closed by operational stakeholders; 

• the total number of gaps which remain open, thus needing additional deployment activities before 

the full implementation is achieved at local level. 

For each country or airport, the right section of the table allows readers to check the status of 

implementation for each category of stakeholders impacted by the Regulation and involved in the Family 

full deployment. According to the SESAR Deployment Programme, the following stakeholders’ categories 

are requested by the Common Project One regulatory framework to directly invest to fill-in the 

implementation gaps and are therefore potentially eligible for co-funding under the upcoming CEF Transport 

Calls: 

• ANSPs; 

• MET providers; 

• AISPs; 

• Airport Operators. 

At National level (Country gaps), Civil and Military stakeholders were asked to coordinate a single input on 

the deployment status for each SDP Family in LSSIP+, notably due to the high interdependency of military 

and civil projects in this domain. For this reason, the category Military Authority is no longer present in the 

document. 

 
5 For gaps addressed by initiatives under its specific coordination, SDM is also able to perform an additional cross-check and 
consistency assessment of the information gathered from stakeholders vis-à-vis the actual progress of the Implementation 
Projects. For gaps outside SDM direct coordination, the scope of local initiatives and plans is evaluated only on the basis of 
information declarations provided by operational stakeholders.  
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The Network Manager 

implementation status, its 

percentages of completion 

and related implementation 

date are presented – when applicable – in a dedicated section at the bottom of the table.  

Building and further refining the clustering used in the previous 

releases of the Deployment Programme, eight categories of 

implementation status have been identified for each involved 

stakeholder, plus a nineth one in case of missing information.  

This information is featured in the right section of the table at the 

bottom of the chart and will be populated on the basis of inputs 

provided by operational stakeholders through the Monitoring Exercise. 

The following chart key / categories are represented: 

• Family’s scope Completed with CEF funding, when all 

achievement conditions are respected and have been met, with the support of CEF Funding and 

under the direct coordination of the SESAR Deployment Manager; 

• Family’s scope Completed without CEF funding, when all achievement conditions are respected and 

have been met, through deployment activities performed by local stakeholders without the 

coordination of SDM;  

• Family’s scope Fully covered by on-going CEF projects, when the current SDM-coordinated 

Implementation Projects are expected to lead to the full deployment of the technological and 

operational elements associated to the Family from the operational stakeholder’s perspective; 

• Implementation On-going with CEF funding: when activities have already started with the support 

of CEF Funding and under the direct coordination of the SESAR Deployment Manager; 

• Implementation On-going (without CEF funding: when activities have already started, through 

deployment activities performed by local stakeholders without the coordination of SDM; 

• Implementation Planned: when activities have not started yet, but there are plans to execute them; 

• Implementation Not yet planned: when there are no specific plans to perform the activities required; 

• Not applicable: in this case, taking into account the specific features and the local arrangements of 

the geographical scope of the implementation, the activities are considered to be not within the 

stakeholders’ responsibilities; 

• No information available. 

It is worth noting that – having regard to Completed with CEF, Fully covered by on-going projects and On-

going with CEF status – the Monitoring View takes into account all Implementation Projects awarded within 

the framework of CEF Calls 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017.  

The scope of the local initiatives or plans (i.e. the percentage of the gap that will be addressed) is evaluated 

and assessed on the basis of stakeholders’ declarations. 

Service View 

In order to provide a comprehensive view on AF5 implementation status, a dedicated chart, with same 

structure as described above, is provided for each single SWIM service constituting Families 5.3.1, 5.4.1, 

5.5.1 and 5.6.1. 

At this level the boxes included in the upper 

left corner of the chart represent the 

geographical scopes to which the service is 

applicable and their related implementation 

dates. 
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Ground Gaps – Family and Service View 

AF1 – Extended AMAN and Integrated AMAN/DMAN in the high-density TMA  

Family 1.1.1 – Arrival Manager extended to en-route airspace  
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Family 1.2.1 – AMAN/DMAN Integration 
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Focus on Extended AMAN implementation 

The Arrival Manager extended to en-route airspace requires an extension of AMAN advisories up to a 

minimum of 180 nautical miles from the arrival airport. Shorter horizon distance shall be considered when, 

due to the geographical location of the arrival airport, the extension of the AMAN horizon does not provide 

additional performance benefits. Taking into account these specific requirements, operational stakeholders 

were requested to report the implementation status of the relevant ACCs for each applicable airport.  

Therefore, the monitoring of Family 1.1.1 is further detailed, and is organised on the basis of the Area 

Control Centers potentially impacted by the extension of the horizon of the Arrival Manager system.  

Information on the status of implementation of the Family have been requested to operational stakeholders 

and – when possible – cross-checked with input and data stemming from SDM-coordinated Implementation 

Projects.  

In this perspective, the following tables report on the status of implementation of Extended AMAN in the 

19 TMAs, providing specific information on the Area Control Centers impacted by the deployment activities 

(within 180 nautical miles).  
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AF2 – Airport Integration and Throughput 

Family 2.1.1 – Departure Management Synchronised with Pre-Departure 

Sequencing 
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Family 2.2.1 – Initial AOP 
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Family 2.2.2 – Extended AOP 
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Family 2.3.1 – Airport Safety Nets  
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AF3 – Flexible Airspace Management and Free Route Airspace  

Family 3.1.1 – ASM and A-FUA 
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Family 3.1.2 – Management of Predefined Airspace Configurations  
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Family 3.2.1 – Initial FRA 
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Family 3.2.2 – Enhanced Free Route Airspace Operations  
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Focus on Free Route implementation 

Free Route is an operational concept that enables airspace users to fly as close as possible to what they 

consider their optimal trajectory without the constraints of a fixed route network structure. Free Route 

Airspace (FRA) is a specified airspace within which users may freely plan a route between a defined FRA 

entry point and defined FRA exit point, with the possibility to route via intermediate (published or 

unpublished) waypoints, without reference to the ATS route network, subject to airspace availability. Within 

this airspace, flights remain subject to air traffic control. With Enhanced Free Route implementation, the 

connectivity with TMA’s is ensured and Cross-border is implemented with at least one neighboring State. 

Due to the specific relevance of a coordinated and synchronised implementation of Free Route across 

Europe, the SESAR Deployment Manager has gathered additional information from the local Air Navigation 

Service Providers. This in-depth analysis, which is based on data directly provided by ANSPs, has been 

performed with a two-fold objective:  

• having a clear picture of the Free Route deployment approach currently followed; 

• identifying the stakeholders’ planning to cover all technical requirements by 31st December 2025, 

the CP1 Regulation target date for deploying and operating Final FRA. 

In the following pages, a specific table for each country within the CP1 Geographical Scope is included, 

detailing the following information: 

• the Time limitations set for the Free Route implementation; 

• the Flight Level limit; 

• the published constraints; 

• the Area of Responsibility (AoR) where Free Route is implemented; 

• the cross-border, indicating if the deployment of cross-border FRA initiative has been completed 

or is planned. 
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AF4 – Network Collaborative Management 

Family 4.1.1 – Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures  
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Family 4.2.1 – Interactive Rolling NOP  
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Family 4.2.2 – Initial AOP/NOP Information Sharing  
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Family 4.3.1 – Automated Support for Traffic Complexity Assessment and Flight 

Planning Interfaces  
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Family 4.4.1 – AOP/NOP Integration  
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AF5 – SWIM 

Family 5.1.1 - Common SWIM PKI and cyber security 

 

The Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and cyber security are dealt with in two separate Families, Family 

5.1.1 for the common part covering PKI governance, common PKI infrastructure ensuring regional and 

global interoperability and, in this context, appropriate cyber security objectives, while Family 5.2.1 

addresses the stakeholder implementation. The scope of Family 5.1.1 is the implementation of the 

SWIM common components covering common PKI and its governance. This Family addresses the 

solution to be deployed: the overall European Aviation Common PKI (EACP) and its associated governance, 

which the local implementations shall comply with. 

Due to the specific features of the Families and their purpose of deploying SWIM Common components, 

the deployment activities are following a coordinated and EU-wide approach, rather than been 

steered by locally-based implementation initiatives. To this end, the following section reports on the latest 

developments and results stemming from multi-stakeholder initiative, coordinated by SDM under the 

Framework Partnership Agreement6. 

2017_084_AF5 - SWIM Common PKI and policies & procedures for establishing a Trust 

framework 

This multi-stakeholder initiative, awarded in 2017 CEF Transport Call, was kicked-off in November 2018. 

The project aims to deploy a common framework for both integrating local stakeholder PKI deployments in 

an interoperable manner, as well as providing interoperable digital certificates to the users of SWIM 

services. The resulting PKI and its associated trust framework, so-called European Aviation Common PKI 

(EACP), are required to sign, emit and maintain digital certificates and validation services, either 

implemented locally or as a common service. Other exchanges of aviation information than SWIM services, 

will benefit from this EACP solution (e.g. surveillance, aeronautical information, document, maintenance), 

but are not in the scope of the project.   

The project has progressed in 2021: 

• the trust framework has been developed by detailing the business model, the membership and 
interoperability criteria; 

• the test campaign for interoperability with the US FAA was completed; 
• the definition of the high-level architecture and technical requirements were completed; 
• the initial SWIM interfaces to the common PKI were released; 
• the initial CFT to address the future solution to be deployed has been defined. 

The Final trust framework of the “SWIM Common PKI and policies & procedures for establishing trust 

framework” key deliverables are being subject to the SDM stakeholders consultation process. The 

released material will be subject to two cycles of consultation until June 2022, making use of the 

SDM stakeholder Consultation Platform. Main concerns discussed during the consultation is linked to 

the future operation of the EACP; the governance, the final technical solutions and the financial aspects of 

the solution. After the consultation the call for tender should be launched in order to start the deployment 

of the operational solution that will ensure CP1 compliance in Family 5.1.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6 For further information see contract No. МОVЕ/Е2-2014-717/SESAR FPA   
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Family 5.2.1 – Stakeholders SWIM PKI and cybersecurity  
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Family 5.3.1 – Aeronautical Information Exchange service  
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Family 5.4.1 – Meteorological Information Exchange service  
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Family 5.5.1 – Cooperative Network Information Exchange service  
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Family 5.6.1 – Flight Information Exchange  
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SWIM Services Implementation – Overview of deployment activities 

While acknowledging some progress achieved in 2021 in the deployment of AF5 functionality, this progress 

does not always match the plans reported in the previous period. The ambition of CP1 deadlines remains 

challenging. The commitment of the operational stakeholders on AF5 implementation differs from State to 

State. The COVID-19 crisis severely affected the entire aviation sector. Long-lasting drop in traffic has 

consequences for the economic viability of companies.  

Differences between the various AF5 Families dealing with SWIM services can be observed as follows: 

- In Family 5.3.1, the progress is not improved with regards to AIM SWIM services due to lack of 
clarity on implementation and insufficient technical coordination with AIM system providers. These 
issues were addressed with EUROCONTROL, to start a joint provision of support to AIM community 
in this regard. Family 5.3.1 ASM services progress status is improved except ARES service 
implementation for which SWIM specification work is on-going. 

- Family 5.4.1 is steadily progressing by MET service providers where number of SWIM services are 

already published in SWIM registry. Little or no progress is seen regarding MET service consumers. 

The core issue is identified as required capability of ATM systems to ‘consume digital MET 
information’. Stakeholder’s systems shall be upgraded. It should be born in mind that translation 
digital data into legacy TAC format brings no benefits for ATM modernisation and is not in line with 
SWIM concept. This issue was addressed jointly with EUROCONTROL to start a joint provision of 
support to the MET community. 

- Family 5.5.1 can be considered mature regarding SWIM services provision. This maturity is owed 
to the advanced stage of NM B2B services provision. Nevertheless, service consumers (ANSP, AO, 
AU) keep their options open (not eager) to transit from existing flow data exchange with NM via 
CHMI to SWIM service-oriented data exchange.  

- Family 5.6.1, beyond NM implementation of all mandated services, no additional progress has 

been achieved. This Family is the most complex because it requires transition from ICAO FPL2012 
to FF-ICE flight plan (eFPL) and involves the ATC systems. Europe is pioneering the deployment of 
FF-ICE concept starting with Release1. This transition foresees multi-stakeholders involvement (NM, 
AU, ANSP) from flight plan origination to its distribution to ATSU concerned. ANSPs are affected by 
its change which requires changes in ATC operations, procedures, ATM system upgrade. Legacy 

ATM systems are not capable to process eFPL data, therefore ANSPs have started development 
activities regarding new ATM system procurement, thus they reported progress status as planned.  

However, considering that more work is needed for the full understanding of the requirements, an 
awareness campaign started together with EUROCONTROL and a first Workshop was held on 15th 
March 2022. 

As an overall view on SWIM implementation, it is observed that the not yet planned activities prevail among 

ANSPs. Nevertheless, there is a decent rate of planned and on-going activities which can be considered as 

a positive element. 
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AF5 - Service View 

Family 5.3.1 - Services 

Airspace Structure Service 
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Airspace Availability Service 
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Airspace Reservation (ARES) Service 

 

Digital NOTAM Service 
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Digital Aerodrome Mapping information Exchange Service 
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Aeronautical Information Features Exchange Service 
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Family 5.4.1 - Services 

Volcanic Ash Mass Concentration Information Service 
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Aerodrome Meteorological Information 
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En-Route and Approach Meteorological information Service  
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Network Meteorological Information Service  
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Family 5.5.1 - Services 

ATFCM Tactical Updates Service (Airport Capacity and Enroute) 
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Flight Management Service 
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Measures Service 
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Short Term ATFCM Measures Services (MCDM, eHelpdesk, STAM measures) 
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Counts service (ATFCM congestion points) 
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Family 5.6.1 – Services 

 

Filing Service 
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Flight Data Request Service 
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Notification Service 
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Data Publication Service 
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Trial Service 
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Extended AMAN SWIM Service 
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AF6 – Initial Trajectory Information Sharing  

Family 6.1.2 – Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (ground domain) 
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Family 6.2.1 – Network Manager Trajectory Information Enhancement  
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Family 6.3.1 – Initial Trajectory Information Sharing Ground Distribution  
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Outlook on CP1 deployment for Airspace Users 

The implementation of the SESAR Deployment Programme goes beyond the local ground deployment: it 
also requires the contribution of Civil and Military Airspace Users. Airspace Users are actively contributing 
to the implementation of AF3, AF4, AF5 and AF6. The synchronisation between ground and airborne 
investments is a key enabler for accelerating deployment and improving performances. 

For this reason, the CP1 monitoring activities have been complemented with data gathering tools and 
instruments that would involve all required operational stakeholders, including Airspace Users. 

Since the establishment of dedicated surveys in 2015, a wide number of airlines – including all major 
European hub carriers and point-to-point carriers – have provided targeted and up-to-date feedback on 
the alignment of their fleet capabilities and of their flight planning systems with the PCP, now CP1, 
requirements. 

In particular, as depicted in Figure 2, the Airspace Users have individual Deployment Milestones to be 
addressed in the SESAR Deployment Programme, hence they are considered as implementation gaps. The 
following Families must be considered in this category: 

• Family 3.1.1 - ASM and A-FUA; 
• Family 3.2.1 - Initial FRA; 
• Family 3.2.2 - Enhanced FRA; 
• Family 4.1.1 - Enhanced Short Term ATFCM Measures; 
• Family 4.2.1 - Interactive rolling NOP; 
• Family 5.2.1 - Stakeholders’ SWIM PKI and cyber security; 

• Family 5.3.1 - Aeronautical Information Exchange. In particular for the mandatory implementation 
of “Airspace Availability Service”, although “Aerodrome Mapping Service” and “Aeronautical 
Information Feature” are recommended; 

• Family 5.5.1 - Cooperative Network Information Exchange, where the implementation of “Volcanic 
Ash Mass Concentration information Service”, “Aerodrome Meteorological information Service” and 
“En-route and Approach Meteorological information Service” are recommended; 

• Family 5.6.1 - Flight Information Exchange”. In particular for the mandatory implementation of 

“Flight Management Service”, “Measures Service” and “Short term ATFCM measures services”; 
• Family 6.1.1 - Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information Sharing (Airborne domain). 

Those implementation gaps are considered to have a geographically transversal nature, hence they are not 
assigned to specific geographical scopes. 

Key principles underpinning the SDM Monitoring Exercise for Airspace Users 

Due to the COVID-19 crisis and the difficulties faced by the Airspace Users in providing relevant information 
to the survey, a different approach was followed this year to alleviate their reporting efforts, by simplifying 
and reorganising the survey. The collection of data and information from EU-headquartered airlines was 
organised around the distribution and collection of individual renovated monitoring templates to make sure 
CP1-relevant data is requested, featuring all technical and operational information to allow an easy 
completion. 

This database is planned to be kept constantly updated through the continuous synchronisation activities 

and monitoring of the Programme implementation, also taking into duly account the inputs stemming from 

the military side, gathered through the support of EDA. 

The information gathered through the templates also led to the engagement with a relevant CFPS 
(Computer Flight Planning Service Provider) in order to enhance the information provided in this report. 

The Monitoring Exercise related to DLS has been refined, preparing a dedicated survey for the Airspace 
Users (AUs) headquartered in EU/ECAC area, to gain a more detailed picture of the airborne implementation 

status in Europe, requesting the current datalink equipage of their fleets and future plans with regards to 
CP1 mandated functions and new complementary technologies. 

The CP1 monitoring survey was integrated with additional sections and questions: 

• questions on milestones related to the SDP 2021 – Family 6.1.1 – Initial A/G Trajectory 
Information Sharing (Airborne domain); 

• details related to the current Datalink System implementation influencing the Family 6.1.1 
deployment and the improvement of the current DLS. The results of this specific survey are 
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not included in this report, as the details related to the current Datalink System implementation 

and the improvement of the DLS are not directly related to the CP1 deployment, but they will be 
used for future elaboration and evolution7 of the current Datalink System.  

Results 

The Airspace Users Monitoring Exercise resulted in the reception of 23 feedbacks, 17 from Civil and 6 from 

Military based Airspace Users, representing a fleet of 1512 Civil and 59 Military transport type aircraft. 

The airline feedback on this survey has been low. We have witnessed, due to the COVID-19 crisis, over the 
last two years a significant reduction in staff numbers, especially those in the back office or not having a 
critical safety role. We have also observed a majority of staff being made redundant or are on short time 
working, and this restricted operation has remained in 2021, therefore greatly limiting their ability to report. 
Because of the low number of responding airlines and the low number of represented aircraft it has to be 

noted that the presented data cannot be seen as fully representative, although some important 
considerations can be made.  

It should be emphasised that the readiness of Airspace Users in the deployment areas of Advanced Flexible 
Use of Airspace, Free Route, Enhanced STAM and Interactive Rolling NOP is more progressed than on the 
consumption of data exchanging services in the SWIM area or the Initial Air-Ground Trajectory Information 
Sharing in the airborne domain. This is aligned with the time horizon of the CP1 regulatory deadlines: 
shorter for AF3 and AF4 (2022 and 2023) than for AF5 (2025) and AF6 (2027). In no case a potential future 

non-compliance with the Regulation has been detected from the surveyed airlines. 

It can be concluded from the replies that CP1 compliance is, in general, reliant on the developments that 
the CFSPs are deploying. In any case, some airlines have already developed their own tailored solutions as 
well, mainly to benefit from early opportunities of the NM B2B connection. 

Most of the traffic generated by European airlines, as well as most of the flight plans filed in the ECAC 
region including non-EU airlines, is planned by means of systems supplied by a limited number of CFSPs. 
Among those, the most important in terms of generated flight plans, have already made significant progress 

in terms of the ATM Families affecting airlines’ developments (e.g. on ASM and AFUA, STAM or eFPL + 
Filing Service consumption), including testing with NM.  

Deployment of SDP related capabilities at the individual airlines can therefore occur, from a pure system 

perspective, in line with the CP1 deadlines provided the airlines themselves agree with their CFSP on the 
required scheduled system upgrades. It is a fact that with the increasing access to Free Route Airspace 
within States across Europe, many airlines are now working with their Flight Planning system providers to 

exploit the benefits. The actual implementation of the related capabilities for their usage in daily operation, 
will take place once the related procedures are in place and training has been completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
7 Thanks to continuous interactions with DLS stakeholders, even if no formal confirmation has been received in SDP2021 

Monitoring Exercise, the interest in the future use of additional complementary technologies (such as SatCOM, first 
complementary technology expected to be implemented in the industry also for ATN use) shown by some implementers 
has been detected. 
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DLS/AF6 “Initial Trajectory Information Sharing” Update 

The figure below presents the progress in implementing different milestones required to comply with the 
requirements addressing the Airspace Users airborne capability out of the AF6 annex of the CP1 regulation 

(CIR 2021/116) on air operator basis. 

 

Figure 35 - Outlook on Airborne Capabilities 

The milestone “New Aircraft configuration definition (DM1)” is split into three queries: 

A) Did the Airline take into account the fitment of aircraft with ADS-C EPP? 
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Three out of 23 (13%) responded with “YES”, one participated the ADS-C EPP Very Large-Scale 

Demonstration (VLD) “DIGITS” SJU project, and one equipped new long range aircraft with the 
Airbus FANS C package to comply with the dual stack, FANS 1/A plus FANS 2/B requirement for 
new A/C delivered after 01/2018. It has to be noted, that at the time of writing this report, the 

ADS-C EPP product is available for Airbus A320 family and Airbus A330 airplanes only. 
 

B) Does the airline already operate ADS-C EPP equipped airplanes? 
The same number of 23 airlines responded with “YES” for 33 aircraft. Additionally, to have a more 

complete picture, the Network Manager Logon List8 (released in December 2021) has been checked 

that shows the overall ADS-C EPP equipage of 209 airframes for the global fleet, whereof 165 are 

from EU+4 based operators and 124 registered in the EU. All ADS-C EPP capable aircraft per Logon 
list are Airbus A320 family and A330 type. 

 

Figure 36 - NM Logon List 

C) Does the airline have firm plans to equip further aircraft with ADS-C EPP? 
Only two Air operators or 8.7% responded with “YES”. One of the two operates a fleet for which 

ADS-C EPP technical solution is currently not available. 

The one responding airline, which participated the DIGITS ADS-C EPP demonstration, is the only operator 
stating to have ADS-C EPP crew training procedures in place (DM2), flight crew training performed 
(DM3) and having A/C acceptance process, obtaining the operational approval (DM4). Currently 
none of the reporting airlines stated to downlink ADS-C EPP data or were aware about the activation 
of ADS-C contracts for their flights, at this point in time (DM5).  

From the presented subpart of the EU fleet, it can be concluded that the progress in the AF6 airborne 

implementation is low because of the non-availability of technical solutions on other aircraft types than 
Airbus A320 and A330. The ADS-C EPP requirement is mandated as forward fit on new delivered airplanes 
after 31st of December 2027, five years from the time of writing the document. It can be assumed that 
other manufacturers will start developing solutions once the CS-ACNS standards have been updated to 
include the ADS-C EPP capability and the industrialisation target date in 2023 has been passed. 

 

 
8 The Logon List has been established to prevent aircraft with avionics that are known to perform poorly from being able to 
Logon in the control centres using the Logon List.  The list is maintained by the Network Manager and aircraft data is provided 
and updated by air operators intending to use DLS services in Europe. 
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Appendix - Current status of CP1 deployment – 

Aggregated view per Applicability Area 

The present Appendix aims at illustrating within a single snapshot all relevant information concerning the 

current status of the Common Project One deployment within each of the countries included in the 

geographical scope defined within Regulation (EU) n. 2021/116. Gaps are differentiated between airport 

gaps and country gaps. It is worth mentioning that for Families in AF1 and, AF2 and Families 4.2.2 and 

4.4.1 the applicable airports are explicitly listed, as per Regulation (EU) n. 2021/116.  

This Appendix is fed by the same data and information included within Section 2, gathered from operational 

stakeholders through the Monitoring Exercise, as well as by information stemming from the SDM 

coordination activities and oversight on CEF-funded Implementation Projects. 

The following pages encompass dedicated tables per each country included within the geographical scope 

of the Common Project One, illustrating the following information:  

• overview of the status of 

the implementation gaps 

for the country, 

differentiating between 

those which have already been closed, those which are on-going or planned and those for which 

no specific plans have been elaborated by the relevant stakeholders; 

• status of coverage for each gap associated 

to a Family of the Deployment 

Programme, encompassing the following 

percentages and information (in case of 

airport gaps the airports are also listed and detailed): 

• Currently deployed, i.e. what has been already deployed (dark-green box); 

• On-going, i.e. the percentage of the Family covered by on-going activities (light-green box); 

• Planned, i.e. the percentage of the Family planned to be covered by future initiatives (light-

purple box); 

• Not yet planned, i.e. the percentage of the Family for which no specific plan has been 

elaborated (yellow box). 

• Implementation date of the Family deployment; 

• CEF projects, illustrating whether one or more SDM-coordinated projects contribute to the 

deployment of the Family (if Yes). 

Furthermore, the table at the bottom of each chart lists the SDM-coordinated and EU-funded 

Implementation Projects which directly involve stakeholders operating within the relevant country (plus 

MUAC). The completed projects are also duly highlighted. 

Network Manager View 

In addition to the section included at the bottom of the chart of each Family applicable, the contribution of 

Network Manager to the overall CP1 implementation is summarised in a dedicated view.  

The table represents 

the implementation 

details of the impacted 

Families, in terms of 

percentages, implementation dates and stakeholder status, following the same logics adopted to describe 

the implementation at Family View.  
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Austria 
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Belgium 
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Bulgaria 
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Croatia 
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Cyprus 
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Czech Republic 
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Denmark 
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Estonia 
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Finland 
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France 
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Germany 
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Greece 
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Hungary 
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Ireland 
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Italy      
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Latvia  
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Lithuania 
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Luxembourg 
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Maastricht Upper Area Control Center 
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Malta 
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Netherlands 
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Network Manager 
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Poland 
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Portugal 
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Romania 
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Slovak Republic 
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Slovenia 
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Spain  
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Sweden 
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Switzerland 
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List of Acronyms 

Acronym Meaning 

ACC Area Control Center 

A-CDM Airport – Collaborative Decision Making 

ADS-C Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Contract 

AF ATM Functionality  

A-FUA Advanced Flexible Use of Airspace  

AMAN Arrival Manager  

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

AOP Airport Operation Plan 

AoR Area of Responsibility 

API Arrival Planning Information 

ARES Airspace Reservation 

ASM AirSpace Management 

A-SMGCS Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control Systems  

ATC Air Traffic Control 

ATFCM Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management  

ATM Air Traffic Management 

ATM MP Air Traffic Management Master Plan 

ATN Aeronautical Telecommunication Network 

ATS Air Traffic Service 

ATSU Air Traffic Service Unit 

AU Airspace Users 

CA Certificate Authority 

CBA Cost Benefit Analysis  

CEF Connecting Europe Facility 

CFPS Computer Flight Plan Software Provider 

CFSP Computer Flight Planning Service Providers 

CFT Call for Tender 

CHMI Collaborative Human Machine Interface 

CINEA European Climate, Infrastructure and Environment Executive Agency 

COVID-19 Corona Virus Disease 

CP1 Common Project One Reg. (EU) n. 2021/116 

CS-ACNS Certification Specifications for Airborne Communications Navigation 

and Surveillance 

DLS Data Link Services 

DMAN Departure Management 

DPI Departure Planning Information 

EACP European Aviation Common PKI 

EASA European Union Aviation Safety Agency 

ECAC European Civil Aviation Conference 

EDA European Defence Agency 
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Acronym Meaning 

eFPL Extended Flight Plan 

EPP Extended Project Profile  

EUROCAE European Organisation for Civil Aviation Equipment 

EUROCONTROL European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation 

FF-ICE Flight and Flow Information for a Collaborative Environment 

FL Flight Level 

FOC Full Operational Capability 

FPA Framework Partnership Agreement 

FPL Flight Plan 

FRA Free Route Airspace  

FUA Flexible Use of Airspace 

iAOP Initial Airport Operations Plan 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organisation 

IR Implementing Regulation 

IRE Instrument Runway End 

LDACS L-Band Digital Aeronautical Communication System 

LSSIP Local Single Sky ImPlementation 

MCDM Multi-Criteria Decision-Making 

MET Meteorological 

MUAC Maastricht Upper Area Control 

NM Network Manager 

NOP Network Operations Plan 

NOTAM Notice to Airmen 

PBN Performance Based Navigation 

PCP Pilot Common Project Reg. (EU) n. 716/2014 

PENS Pan European Network Service 

PKI Public Key Infrastructure 

RWY Runway 

SDM SESAR Deployment Manager 

SDP SESAR Deployment Programme 

SES Single European Sky 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research 

SJU SESAR Joint Undertaking 

SLOA Stakeholders’ Lines of Action 

STAM Short Term ATFCM Measures 

SWIM System Wide Information Management 

TBS Trajectory Based Separation 

TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

VDL Very High-Frequency Digital Link 

 


